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THE ONLY'NEWSPAPER

CATRON COUNTY.
VOL. 2

ESERVE ADVOCATE

IN

PUBLISHED

N. M.

THREE

DOLLARS A YEAR

RKSERVE,

Regular Session of thejboard of
County,' Commissioners, Catron
County, New.Mexico.
Board of county commissioners
metlthis 3th day of April 1922,
there.being present W. J. Jones
and Anastacia Baca, commissioners, Leandro Baca, sheriff by
Steve Baca, deputy;A. T. Chavez
county clerk.
On motionmade by Mr. Bac
that W. J. Jones should' act as
temporary chairman.
The minutes of the previous
meeting were read and approved
as read. The board then recessed
until April 41 h at 9 o'clock a. m.
The board met this 4th day of
all present as before.
April

COUNTY.

NEW

MEXICO, APRIL

29.

NOTICE OF FORFEITURE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
any purposes without
first having being presented and To: Mike Mandell, H. M. Dougherty Depatrment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
and Carrie M. Childers, their heirs,
approved at a regular meeting
executors and administrators, and
ApriU, 1922
and ordered by said board to be
Notice is hereby given that Charles
to All whom it May Concern:
purchased, either as office supYou are hereby notified that we have Hedrick, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
plies or otherwise.
who, on August 30, 1917, made Homeexpended Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00)
stead Entry No. 017104 for
The board instructed the clerk in labor and
improvements upon the
to issue a copy of said resolution IRON CROWN unpatented lode mining Ni NWi; WJ NEi, section 11, townMere-diato each county official and to all claim, for the benefit of the group of ship 4S., range 20 W., N. M. P.
filed
his
has
notice
of
intention
to
contiguous claims, which group embra
business houses at Reserve.
ces the Iron Crown, Iron Cross, Iron make final three year proof, to estabThe board called recess until
Bar, Iron Ring and Iron unpatented lish claim to the land above described
the 5th at 9. o'clock a.m. The; lode mining claims, situate in the before Nazario Baca, U. S. Commis
board met as per recess all' Cooney Mining District, Catron county, sioner, at Quemado, New Mexico, on
the 15th
of May, 1922
present as before. The bill! State of New Mexico, the location Claimant day
as witnesses:
names
claims
of said
being recorded in
presented by sheriff Baca claim notices
Claude Cavin, Jack Wilbanks, Ed
office of the county clerk of Socorro
,
, .
tli
,
trwrU mnntncQQlo.il f nr,
An,
u.ucmuuj, county New MeJic0j ; the foowing Collins, Perry Hedrick, of Spur Lake,
M,6UU,,0,0IJ
aieve caca, was disallowed Dy books and pages of Mining Location New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
board, ine board also disallowed Rebords.
Register.
the payment of the Deputy
Iron Cross, in Book 35, page 584.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Assessor fixing his salary at a Iron Bar, Book 35, page 584.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
rate not to exceed $25.00 per Iron Crown, Book 35, page 537.
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
month or as much there of as Iron Rring, Book 23, page 537.
March 29, 1922.
Iron, Book, 71, page 102.
they deemed necessary to pay
Notice is hereby given that Jesse J.
the same, The beard
Burns, of Alma, New Mexico, who on
then That said expenditure was made
order to noiu said claims under the proadjourned untill the next regular visions of the laws of the United States December 17, 1918, made Homestead
Entry No.018445, for Homestead Entry
meeting or subject to call of the of America, and the state of New Survey
No. 474 in section 2, township
Chairman.
Mexico, and being at the rate of One 10 S.,
Range 21, W., N. M. P, Meri
Hundred Dollars $100.00 per year for
A. T. Chavez.
Attest:
dian, has filed notice of intention to
each claim in said group, and that the
make final three year proof to estabClerk.
County
amount
rewas

SMILES

WITH YOU

NO NEED OF WEEPING
NO. 3

1922.

described as follows:
county
.Tps. 6, 7, 8. and 9, south ranges
9, 10, and 11, west, townships
7, 8. 9, 10, 11, and 12. south
townships
sltige 12 and 13, west,south
8. 9, 10. 11, and 12
range
14 west and townships 9, 10, 11,
and 12, south, range 15 west.
Resolution:
Be it resolved
that we the
of Catron
commissioners
county
the
considered
county having
petition above mentioned have
this day created a new precinct
known as the Indian Peak at
Juan Garcia ranch, which said
precinct will be known as
precinct No. 15:
A. A. Decrow presented his
resignation as costableof precinct
35 Mogollon. The board named
as constable for the unexpired
term. I. J Good to serve as
constable in said precinct No 35
The amount of $2,085.40, were
approved for the first quarter
1922 ovit of the salary fund.
Out oftfie general fund, the
were
of $2,214 85
amount
approved. Out the road funds,
the amount of $2.214 85 were
approved. Out of the road funds
the amount of $533.73 were
approved. Out the Court House
and Jail the amount of $2,322 81
were approved. Out of the wild
animal bounty the amount of
$126.00 were approved. Out of
the county Health the amount of
Out of
$348.65 were approved.
the

the county Agricultural
amount of $350 00 were approved
bill presented by Flavio
A

5 per cent paid
on time deposits

The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County

YOUR PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

'

several days in t wn thi.-- week.
Mrs. Jack Deen was in town
this week laying in garden seed
to feeding Jack!
prooaratory
home grown
vegetables this
summer.
t

Mrs.
Frank Bnck of the
Attache spent several days in
town a guest of Mrs. I. C. Bruce
Mrs. A. H. Carter, wife of the
editor of the Advocate, spent a
portion of the week visiting
friends in Reserve.

Guss Groeatet u,j near
Albuquerque has been visiting
with here Mother and Father
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Shim mans at
Reserve.
Mrs.

expended
expended as
lish claim to the land above described
quired by law in order to hold said before J. F. Shields, U. S. Commisclaims for the year 1920 and that yie
sioner, at Gila, New Mexico, on the
time lor the doing of which work
22nd day of May, 1922
1
on July st, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
You and each of you are hereby notifiJoe Day, W. J. Morgan, Robert
ed that if, within
ninety90days after Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma, New
this notice by publication, you fail or Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
refuse to contribute your pro rata share
8
Register.
if such expenditure, your respective
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
interests in said claims will become the
of the Interior, U. S. Land
property of the subscribers under the Department
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
provisions of section 2324 revised statMarch 31, 1922
utes of the Unitad States; that the pro
Notice is hereby given that Dave
rata share of each of you is as follows:
Mike Mandel, his heirs, executors and Pickett, of.Reserve, New Mexico, who
on November 28, 1917, made Homeadministrators, the sum of Fifty-fiv- e
Dollars and fift-focents IJ55.54 or stead Entry No. 017245. for
sw 4 nw
For nw 4
I 2
of the whole amount,
w 2 sw 4 se 4 nw
Carrie M. Childers, her heirs, execu-ror- s sw 4 nw
and administrators, the sum of nw 4 nw 4 sw 4 ; n 2 ne 4 nwl-- 4
4
ne 4 nw 4 sw
bw
Twenty-seve- n
Dollars and seventy-seve- n sw
sw 4 nw
sw
nw 4 sw 4
cents $27.77 or
sw 4 section 3; n 2 se 4 se
thereof.
2
ne 4 sw 4 se
f 2 pe 4
H. M. Dougherty, his heirs, execuu-tor- s
nel-- 4
se
se 4 se 4 nw
and administrators, the sum of
ne 4 se
e 2 nw 4 ne 4 se 4
Eighty-thre- e
Dollars and thirty-thre- e

of the total section 4, township 7 S., range 19 W.,
N. M. r. Meridian
'
amount
Mrs. O. E. Watson was in town
Has filed notice of intention;, to make
The foregoing ejpenditure of Five
Saturday visiting with friends, Hundred Dollars $500.00 was made in. nnai tnree year proor toestaonsn claim
Vto the land above described, before
Mr. and Mrs.T. C. Alfred who sinking a shaft in the tunnel and also T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner,
at
cross-cut
from said tunnel,
running a
has been working far the Colders all
Reserve, New Mexico, on the 20th day
on said IRON CROWN
claim, and of
May, 1922
Brothers in Arizona is spending
actually benefiitted and tend
the week in Reserve visiting ed to develop all of the claims in said Claimant names as witnesses:
Andro Higgins, W. S. Hudson, Herod
group
with relatives and frimds
F. Hudson, Ed Buatamante.of Reserve
EMIL PETERSON,
Vew Mexico.
SYLVESTOR GAMBLIN
J. W. Simpson and Dr. Jessen
Nemecia Ascarate,
have been out in the mountains First pub Apr 22, last pub July 15
48
Register

north of Reserve prospecting
for some time. They report good
indication of rich mines.
J. E. Rhine left for El Paso
Wednesday to be gone some time
Mr. afid Mrs. Ab Alexander of
the Tularso ranch were (n town
Wednesday visiting with friends

cents,

$83.33or

Baby Says- 'I can't

For Sale

;

j

As?

Purity Is Essential
We have always used the utmost

care in handling goods in this

deCareful
mothers
do
can
partment.
nothing
wiser than to come here for baby foods, mining bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powders,
and those internal and external remedies
long associated with the care of the baby.

fo

Everything Baby Needs
Reserve, New Mexico.

6 Miles West of Reserve
Plenty of Timber

The Reserve Advocate,

number of persons have sued
in will cases, and this
is considered detrimental to the family system of Japau.
A

SCALING FISH

BY ELECTRICITY

An electric fish scaler has been invented by a Buffalo concern, fur
which the claim is made that it will
enable the operator to scale two or

three fish in the time now reauired.
to scale ona.

year

M

J. GRANT,

Just before the

their parents

$3.00 a

.

MEUTER

An unusual feature of the newly
draltcd criminal code in Japan is
the law which forbids sons and
daughters from instituting a lawsuit against their parents.

loving care of Mother, especially
when Mother is aided by the baby
necessities that we can supply. Our
entire line of baby goods is made
up of the products of manufacturers who have long recognized that

GAUNT'S PHARMACY

Saw Mill

Fully Equipped
Good Location

always ask for what I want

but I let you know when I get
what I want."
What baby wants most of all is the

one-sixt- h

For Particulars Address J. N. Harper, Reserve. N.

The class Icssou was geography.
close a bright
left for futher consideration young lady of seven summers asked
Upon the presentation of a bill the teacher:
"Please, miss, what relation ia
by the county clerk as time
Italy?"
ix
the
for
months,
keeper
Accustomed as she was to the
board only allowed at this time
children's quaint fancies, the teacher
one half leaving the other half
was for the moment puzzled.
pending untill the next regular
"Iielation? Why, what do you
meeting.
iiitau, Annie?'' she asked.
The bill presented by Commis"Well," explained Annie, "you call
sioner Jones for jail rent only Germany the fatherland, and Engwas approved for first land the motherland, and America
$50 00
Uncle Sam, so what do they call
quarter.
The board, of County Commis- Italy?" London Answers.
sioners approved out of the road
SUE PARENTS
at CHILDREN CAN'T

fund to Remove a bridge
Quemado- he amount of $250.00
take
Baca to
Commissioner
work.
said
of
charge
The following bills were left
for futher cansideration: Dioncio
Loepz, Justice of the peace pet
No. 42. Marine Max Coleman,
S. M. Hunter T. M. Curtis,
Bill Duncan,
Engle Garage,
John T. Cox.
Resolution.
Be it resolved by the board of
County Commissioners.of Catron
County, that in the future the
not approved any
said
bills for any articles orderd or
purchase by any of the county

Magdalena, New Mexico

it

Vijil'W'the sum of

$2,100.00
for Transcribing. Tax Rolls, for
21 books at $100.00 each was

First National Bank

...

Petition with 45 signatures was
presented to the board of com
missioners to create a new voting
precinct know as the Indian Peak
precinct No 15, at the home
ranch of Juan A. Garcia, jr, and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Gnealing. of
to include that portion of Catron
the Datil raiu h country, spent

-

CATRON

WORLD

AND THE

officials, for

'S

.

SMILE

GOOD

The Plumber

YEAR 30 x 3ft CLINCHERS

MAGDALENA

SOCORRO

Steam Fitting
Fixtures
Bathroom and Toilet Furniture

Plumbing:.

NOTICE

Cms Rib Tread

All Waathar Tread
Si

Conspicuous Examples
of Goodyear Tire Values
Quality Plus Our Service

means Tire Economy

Reserve

Mercantile Co

Dealers in Everthing

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 29, 1922
Notice is hereby given that Joe
Day, of Alma, New Mexico, who, oa
April 13, 1918, made Homestead Entry
No. 017890 for Homestead Entry Sur- vey No. 399 in Sections 25 and 26,
Township 10 S. Range 21 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, containing 159.79 acres,
Has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before J. F. Shields, (J. S. Commissioner,
at Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day
of May, 1922.
Of May, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. J. Morgan, Robert Burns, Jesse
W, J. Morgan, Joe Day, Jesse J.
Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma, New J. Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma New
Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico
Nemecia Ascarate.
44
Re(ste
Register,

Department of the Interior, U. S.Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 29, 1922
Notice ia hereby given that Robert
L, Burns, of Alma, New Mexico, who
on January 10, 1917, made Homestead
Entry No. 014536, for Homestead Sur
vey No. 476 in Section 12, Township 10
S., Range 21 W N. M. P. Meridian,
containing 158.93 acres.
Has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof to establish
claim to the land above described before J. F. Shields, U. S, Commissioner
at Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day

4-

THE RESERVE

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

IN STREET SUITS 2V GOOD TALE
oftfhe ra
CITIES
MS
Coats

;5l

THE SIMPLE AND TRIM SUIT

Differ in Color and Tex-

For Infants and Children.

ture From Skirts.

One

Coat and Several Skirts to
Worn

Pleasing Variety.

World's Reno Found in Sofia, Bulgaria

Any number of the new suits are
showing couts thut differ In color and
even In tenture from the skirts thut
go with them.
The skirts ure plaited or plain, but
they are usually of u darker tone than
the coat. For instance, there will be

short, loose, boxed Jacket of pale
gruy kasha cloth that will he
worn with a skirt of very dark gray
, .l.itl,
tl.n B,.mU vurlutv TtlOtl tlie
little coat, which Is made without n
lining, will be bound with a silk braid
exactly matching the gruy of the skltt.
A very nifty little suit had a durk
blue broadcloth jacket which was
bound with white silk braid for a
I'nlt.-)with a filflrf nf nhllted
i,n,t
white tlunnel. row, mere is uonuus
more effective than the brilliancy of
durk blue ugainst white, and any woman who wishes to have an interesting
Kuit for summer time wear will delight in one that Is composed of these
u

'

two colors.
A thick jersey cloth is worn with
a Kkirt made of black and white plaid
fabric. A tun coat Is worn with a
striped tun and blue skirt. A dark
green broadcloth cout Is worn with a
shade lighter of green heavy crepe silk.
ISo, If you are a girl who likes to
wear a suit, then this is the way to
do it this season. You can get a good
deal of vuriety by having one coat
and several skirts to be worn with
it, as your mood changes or us the
duties of your day merge from one
Into the other.

Gray twill, ornamented with
hand embroidery, and neat
tailoring contribute to the trimness
and distinction of this suit.

d

fiat you must build it out by putting n
knot of hair back there, no matter
what shape the nose may be.
If you have hollow cheeks bring the
DRESS HAIR TO SUIT FACE
hair out over the ears und part of the
makes the
Careful Study Necessary to Make cheeks. This softens and
fuce seem rounder.
Milady's Tresses Offset Defects
If your fuce is long bring the hnir
Thnt Are Noticeable.
down over the forehead almost to the
The way hair is dressed can either eyes. If your fuce Is short und round
make a plain face attractive or it can show all of the forehead, If the foreruin natural beauty.
head Is brond.
If you have n large, protruding nose
a
size
by
you will have to balance Its
DRESS FOR CHILD
fairly large, loose knot at the back of BLOOMER
the head.
If you have n small nose you will Frock Is Most Practical for Small Tot;
Many Are MatM of Fjmcy
have to place the knot high on the
Materials.
back of the head.
If you have a large nose and a nicely
dress Is the most
bloomer
the
That
rounded head you can draw the hair
of frock for the small
down to the knot on the nupe of the practical type
tot has been generally conceded by
neck.
most mothers, and for thnt reason
Is
head
the
of
back
of
If the line the
bloomer dresses are now shown In
fancy materials, as well ns tn washable fabrics und, according; to the
IDEAL FOR SUMMER WEAR
stores, the demand for them Is steadJiW.'WV.--

..

'
ily Increasing.
One company is featuring bloomer
dresses In a vuriety of eottiin fabrics
which ure guaranteed to launder perfectly and are developed along
These little dresses range
in size from two to six yeah, und are
made with an overhlouse, Introducing
a square neck und short sleeves edged
in a contrasting color, und trimmed
with hand stitching.
Appllqued designs are also used to
trim dresses of this type, and are
very attractive for the small child.
servlce-able'line-

mmm

ism Pr
fv
I W'i
ft

k

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

Be

It Will Afford

With

.

'if

This lace mesh veil, with a heavier
border, is winsome for summer wear.
Such a one greatly enhances the charm
of the hat on which it Is draped.

The Kerchief Reincarnated.
Shades of I'riscilla! Her Puritan
kerchief has been borrowed and oh,
what has become of its somber
severity ! Such a highly frivolous reincarnation is this of 1022's summer
A gray crepe de
afternoon frocks.
chine has a touch of daffodil yellow
embroidery and a daffodil organdie
kerchief with a fluted edge. The very
short sleeves are edged with this fluting and it also makes three scallops
at the top of the deep hem across the
front panel of the skirt.

DROP THE FRILLS AND FURBELOWS
Tendency for Decorations about the new underthlngs is the fact
Frocks and Outside Dress
thnt Valenciennes lace has come back
Accessories.
to the front, pushing aside filet and
other
larger meshed laces.
Certainly there Is no strong tendency
There
always will he a strongly
and
for frills and furbelows in frocks
of opinion concerndifference
marked
outside dress accessories at the pres- ing the comparative merits of
ent time. If you have seen any of the
underthlngs and those showing
neckwear, Jabots, vests, gilets, collar color.
Some women have recently
and cuff sets designed for wear with taken to the novelty of
come
have
you
and
suits
frocks,
spring
lingerie, which may be had in handowity with the impression that the kerchief linen trimmed with matching
cerhas
of
accessory
fluffy rullle type
lace or in one of the sheer silk crepes.
tainly not been revised. The keynote
be
seems
to
that
ail
these things
of
IN FASHIONS
They are ORIENTAL NOTE
struck by sport clothes.
sometimes
very striking,
simple,
and Russian Influence Found
splashy even. Then the taste for nil Chinese
In Various Garments That Apsorts of Itusslan embroidery has found
peal to Women.
a fertile field for development in these
vestees and other dress accessories,
The Chlneses mandarins low waist,
und they are the antithesis of frilly.
long, straight bodice, rounded neck
have
must
women
Hut, apparently,
line with notch nt the center, and held
their frills, und if they cannot get
together by narrow straps.
will
tiiey
outside
on
apparel
their
them
The Kussinn influence Is Interpreted
At
underclothes.
on
their
have them
chiefly in long, Husslnn blouse effects
a
come
turning
has
all events, there
with belt at a low waist, and with closback to the lacy, frilly type of nighting from the side of. the shoulder to
combinations.
gowns, chemises,
the lower edge of the gnrment.
for
Despite the marked preference
The oriental Influence Is seen In the
sheer linen or cotton combined with
rolled and padded girdles placed
heavy
lace or embroidery that you at
the hips, and In the slim, snug, flat
of
may have observed In the makeup
bodices and long full skirts.
recent bridal trousseaux, there Is n
In all these styles Chinese, Rusrevived Interest If Indeed interest has sian or Oriental the long, slim silin underwear of crepe de
ever waned
houette Is featured.
chine or georgette. Often, there Is a
one
in
chine
le
of
crepe
combination
Feathers Trim Hats.
color with georgette In another. When
that droop or trail at the
Feathers
over
In
pan
trimming
blue Is used
or back of the hat hnve
Is
front
effect
side,
the
chin
pink xrepe de
been regarded ns the thing In
eharmlrc
this season.
f
t' . int.).! strili'ii'i things
(jnn
No Marked
In

e

trim-mii-

lor C.toviiuni Andrea Serruo. who, act
ing us Mayor of Rome, performed the
Affidavits by United States
ceremony.
Senator Robert L. Owen, of Oklahoma ;
former United States Senator James
Hamlllon Lewis, of Illinois; Mrs. Rose
WOFIA
und
H. Ixwis, wife of the
others testified that Mr. Hollls was
free to contract a second marriage.
"The municipality, before consentmaring to the performance of the
"asAndrea
Serrno,
said
Signer
riage,"
certained that Mr. Hollls was free to
law.
N. Y. Is marriage a marry, as prescribed by Italian intibeen
ALBANY,
It evidently depends Mr. Owen declared he had
acquainted with Mr. Hollls for
Just as the mately
upon the viewpoint.
liist nine years, and added: 'I
the
York
New
of
the
division
appellate
and give my opinion as
Supreme court hands down a decision hereby certify
In accordthut swats the Reno habit, along comes an American lawyer that,which Hollls
the word that a New Yorker has dis- ance with the laws byto contract a
covered a world's lteuo abroad. The is bound, he Is free
New York court decision means that second mnrrluge.'
"The others made similar declarapersons married In this state or main
The affidavits were duly transtions.
residence
taining their matrimonial
Into
Italian, legalized by the
lated
and
state
the
outside
here cannot go
In Paris and submitted
consul
Italian
divorce
set up a legal residence for
legal office of the municipality,
purposes. The foreign Iteno Is Sophia, to the found
them correct.
which
Bulgaria, and Is wide open no resi"Mr. Hollls also produced an authendence, no alimony.
decree obtained
Here's what a dispatch from Rome tic copy of a divorce
at Sofia, Bulgaria. Tills decree was
Senator
United
States
Former
says:
the Bulgarian foreign
Henry F. llollls, of New Hampshire, legalized by
it appears
nhtnlnod n decree of divorce In Sofia, minister. From this decree
Bulto that Mr. Hollls is a resident of
here
his
before
marriage
Bulgaria,
however, losing his
without,
of
garia,
Concord,
White
Ilohhs,
Anne
Miss
American citizenship."
N. II, according to Municipal Council

mmmm
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DON'T LET THAT COUGH CONTINUE!

Spohn's Distemper Compound

Auto Speeders in Jail Wreck No Liv
In Jail

MICH. Speeders
lives. Detroit, home and
hearth of the automobile, has proved
the new traffic axiom to Its unbounded
satisfaction. John Duval Dodge, youthful heir to motor millions, agrees per-

DETROIT,

fectly after five drab and speedless
of
days at hard work in the house
correction. Fifty speed fans serving
sentences of from one to ten days at
hard labor ure thoroughly convinced
of the truth In It. Judge Charles L.
Unrtlett, who has defied Detroit's millions bv indicting Jail sentences on
speeders, knows it Is sound.
In less than a month The Motor
City, which boasts more cars per
capita than nny like district in the
world, has watched Its fatal automobile
accident toll reduced more than 30 per
cent, its number of traffic law violations cut from 2M serious cases a
week to less than 40, and Its rlvers'of
street traffic slowed down to a safe
and sane IS miles an hour.
The situation here was graphically
pictured In one of the cases.
"If your honor please." pleaded an
attorney In Judge Uartlett's court,
"my client Is a man of family and of
business standing. He is rated as a
Loss of three days In
good citizen.
the house of correction for driving
28 miles an hour Is a vital matter

.

vv

NEW

n

YORK

THFfU
TU

c-

HAVf-

HUTU

V FlNO ME

TO
HERE

CA

lodging houses, hallways, and available crannies in the
lower east side, culminating with three
nights on elevated trains, Gordon
Dullleld. eighteen, said to be heir to
$1,000,000,
slept In the comparative
In
opulence of a modest uptown hotel
charge of the head of the Groszman
N. J., from
private school of I'lainlleld,
which he ran away last year.
No urge to study the lowly In bis
habitat with a view to philanthropic
alleviation of suffering on receipt of
the fortune willed him by his grandfather, the late Gen. Gordon Duflield,
Impelled young Gordon to flee school.

AL,e

Tu"fn.le
MEDICAL

."poHN'S" has been the
PINK BYE.
INFLUENZA,
CoTlO H S ftn d C O L D S for a quarter ot a
n,
two
In
a, all

V K

SI'OIIN

ytore.

"

P. D. Armour's Joke.

She Learned Something.
"So you've been around the world?"
asked the young housewife.
"Yes, mum," said the applicant for
broken victuals. "I went arounu on a

The millionaire packer, founder of
Armour and company, was
the country with the late
"Jim" Hill. Armour gazed for some
time at a herd of fine cattle, then retramp steamer."
one bite is for
"Dear me! I didn't know mere marked: "Eat hearty
Is for me."
next
the
and
a
you
made
that
specialty
to him, to his wife, and children." were
deof catering to tramps.
"My mind hasn't room for the
There Is a limit to all things. Even
fendant's personal problems following
the
people who are fond of pets do
all
the year
Tf voii want good friends
his violation of the law," replied the
not welcome the wolf nt the dour.
some good hooks.
get
around,
judge.
Detroit has been able to achieve
results by adherence to three basic
principles and practices:
toward
First, the close
law enforcement between the police
department under Inspector Harry
the
Jackson, the board of commerce, 30V
.prosecutor, the automobile club of
riding-throug-

000 members, and the safety council.
Second, the consistent revocation of
driving licenses in all cases where
motorists are convicted of reckless and
driving, or for driving while

dangerous

drunk.
Third, the newer system of jail sen-

tences for speeders.

His flight was the response to a recurrent wanderlust which on six prior
occasions caused the youth to desert
the parental roof, said his mother, Mrs.
Graham

After five months of

of

.r destruction

Chicago Boy Dislikes Home and School
Mi

.''S

act on the glands, .eliminate f

Duffleld.

For months Mrs. Dullleld had exhausted every effort to locate her son.
Last week, after private detectives had
failed, she left her home at 817 North
Dearborn street, Chicago, and came to
New York. She Informed the missing
persons bureau at police headquarters
and the newspapers. It was because
of the vigorous combing by the police
of the Bowery haunts he had fretold ills
Duflield
young
quented,
mother, that he spent three nights on
elevated trains to escape capture.
Asked how he hud earned a livelihood, Mrs. Duflield said he had told
her he did odd jobs as he found them
Jobs ranging from dish washing In
foodstuffs
lunchrooms to hawking
about the streets. When he joined
her he had only $1.
If
Gordon may return to school.
determined otherwise, his
he is
mother will "permit" him to take r

WARNING!

Say

"Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Rheumatism
Colds
Headache
Neuritis
Toothache
Neuralgia
Pain, Pain
Earache
Lumbago
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets

Asplrlo Is tbe trade mnrk of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacldester of

"My beau he

U

particular,
the way I'm dreued,
So Maggie uses Faultiest Starch,
So I can look my best"
About

job.

Cupid Is in Bad in This Iowa City
IA. Cupid Is in bad
which Is a man's
Three womtown despite its name.
Mrs.
en were candidates for ollice.
James McDevmott was running for
mayor and Mrs. Nick Stelner and Mrs.
Martin Nellsou were candidates for
They were opposed
the city council.
by men candidates.
More than a score of the town's
fairest daughters served notice to the
bachelors ef the town that If the women were not elected they need not
bother about visiting them any more.
Wednesday evening is known as beau's
night in this town of 404 population. Mothers of Charlottee were the
first to Issue the ultimatum to the
It was then taken up by
bachelors.

CHAKLOTTE,

DO NT COME BACK
TH' WOMEN
WBfi- -' .'T-.ARE NOT

ELECTED

If
W

re.

W

9,

-

Health andWealth

and has brought contentment and happinfss to thousands of home seekers and their families who have
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought land at
attractive prices. They have established their own
homes ana secured prosperity and independence.
In the great grain-proin g sections of the prairie
provinces there is still to be had on easy terms

Fertile Land at
mayor over Mrs. James
by a vote of 151 to 104.
Stelner was defeated for
by Thomas Ketelsen by a
to 05. Mrs. Pellson witndrew her name before the voting be
McDermott
Mrs. Nick
city council
vote of 1!)3
enn.

The defeat of the women .andidates
the daughters.
trouIf elected Mrs. McDermott promised is expected to cause considerable
which have been pro
to put a stop to the sale of Illicit liquor. ble in love affairs
She said no attempts were being made gressing between many young couples
to stop the sale of bootleg whisky here.
Election officials are of the opinion
and that the town was overrun with a
that a majority of the men voted for
"riffraff" element.
and that II
Hut, alas and nlnek! Charlotte's the women candidates,
woman vote that defeatelection ended disastrously for .the was the heavy
J. R Kane was ed Mrs. McDermott and Mrs. Stelner,
woi.en

$15 to $30

an Acra

land similar to that which through many years
haa yielded from 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
to the acre oats, barley and flax also in great
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, sheep
and hogs is equally profitable. Hundreds of farmers in Western Canada have raised crops in a single
season worth more than the whole cost of their
land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets and
shipping facilities. The climate and soil offer
inducements for almost every branch of
ine advantages tor
agriculture,

Dairying, Mixed Farming
and Stock Raising

to industrious
makeatremendnusappeal
to improve their circumstances.
For lltaiitrated literature, mane. itMlnf inn nt farm
opportunities in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta
ana omifia voiumbli, reduced railway
tet
W. V. BENNETT
Boom 4, Bee Blag., Omaha, Neb.

m
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Aarthetlnd Stent, Dent, sf Immigration
and Calonlution, Dominion of Canada
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THE RESERVE

Is Backache Crippling Yon?

Is that (lull, nagging backache milking it hard for you to get around? Are
you lame, sore and tortured with sharp,
rheumatic pains? It's time, then, you
gave some attention to your kidneys!
A persistent backache ia often Nature's
first signal of kidney weakness. You
may have headacheB, dizziness and annoying bladder irregularities, too. Kidney troubles, if treated early, are usually easily corrected. Begin now with
Doan's Kidney Pills, boon's have
helped thousands and should help you.
Ask your neighbor!

WHITE

0

ROWN

RATION NEEDED FOR

EG
People in Different Cities Have
Decided Preferences for One
or

Materials

Peter

Reh,

265

mm,

INDICATION

GF

Color of Shell Is Almost Entirely Dependent on Breed of Fowl That
Laid It New Breed Ha,
Been Developed.

DOAN'S "p'V

Just

So.

"Life isn't all roses."
"There are plenty of roses. Many
of us insist on gathering nettles."

Mrs. Gertrude Sell

Typical

Lamona Hen.

hat produce white eggs. The white'
egg breeds, in addition to the Leg
horns, are the Black Spanish, the Minorca
and all the Mediterranean
All of these breeds have
breeds.
?hite ear lobes.
White Eggs Preferred.
In Philadelphia the preference Is
largely for white eggs and this market draws largely from the same territory as New York for Its highest
grade eggs. Chicago gets farm eggs
from all parts of the Middle West that
are sorted and graded by those who
pack them. There is no pronounced
preference in that city. The Pacific
coast prefers white eggs, and all of the
large poultry plants, for which California is famous, keep Leghorns.
The Asiatic fowls, meat bireeds that
are kept only In small numbers, have
brown
red lobes and lay good-sizeand the
eggs. The
rule held good in
all cases until the Department of Agriculture developed a new breed. This
ney breed, the Lamona, is j large
enougli to satisfy the farmer, the
back-yarpoultrymun and the packer,
and still is attractive to the egg proOne of Its most striking peducer.
culiarities Is that it has a red ear
lobe and lays a white egg. With so
many big markets preferring the
white egg this breed, with the additional advantages of size, good quality
of meat, yellow skin and legs, ought
to be popujar.

"I was in a terricondition of health after
bly
a siege of ptomaine poisoning, and
then the influenza. I could not seem
to regain my strength and was really
not uble tojr'JTmy housework. I knew
I needed '.gfod tonic and builder and
rememberWlhow my folks used to regard Dr. Pierce's remedies In my girlhood days, and then I decided to take
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
After taking the second bottle I found
it was doing me a world of good,
strength returned rapidly and I felt
better in every way. I am glad Indeed
to recommend the medicine that did
me so much good and do not hesitate BREEDING FOWLS FOR COLOR
to give this statement." Mrs. Gertrude Sell, 1236 Rutland St.
Excellent Plan Outlined for Securing
All druggists tablets or liquid.
Rhode Island Reds for Exhibition Purposes.'
Houston, Texas
n

instantly opens your head and
makes breathing1 easy. Fine for
CATARRH COLDS COUGHS
or 85! by mail. Address
75 at
New York Drug Concern. New York
Jl-f-

have a complete stock
of differential, transmission and motor
axles
and accessories, prices
rarte. springs,
cent of the list; inquiries given
prompt attention.AUTO WRECKING CO.
KEYSTONE
Kansas City, Mo.
18tta anil Ouk lit).
AUTO

PARTS

Wb

In breeding Rhode Island Reds for
rolor hi order to secure exhibition
pullets, use a sire with a rich, red
breast, free from shafting or lacing,
and free from black ticking on wing
bows and a rich red In fluff ; mate him
to females with dark rich red hackles
with little or no black ticking and red
to undercolor of back, to produce exhibition cockerels.

Mrs. Baker, So Much Benefited by
PUBLIC

traveler, signing himself "H. II.
P.," who has been journeying in
at the extremity of South America, tells the following, peculiar story,
observes the Montreal Fuiully Herald.
It Is the hour before sunrise on the
pampas. To all sides stretch the waving steppes of conrse grass. In the
center of the scene are live toldos, the
skin dwellings of the nomadic Tehuel-cbIndians of Patagonia, the tallest
race on earth, pitched not far from
stream.
the
As the light strengthens, and almost
at the same moment, from each tent
there Issues an Indian, bearing In his
hand a newly lighted torch. He dashes
with screams and shouts to the back
of his tent, waving the torch and making as if he would drive somebody
I'atn-gonl-

g

sucking pigs.
"Compared with cow's milk, sow's
milk contains about 82 per cent more
protein (muscle and bone builder), 2
per cent more fat and 43 per cent
more of lime and phosphorus (bone

Sow Must Furnish Rich Milk to Give
Pigs Right Start.

minerals)," says the animal husbandry
department at Ames. "Is it any wonder that sows get thin, even though
they are well fed, when they must
produce such rich milk as this? If
the sow Is properly fed, she will not
only give the pigs the right start, but
she herself will lose less weight."
One good ration recommended
by
the Iowa experiment station is : All
the corn the sow and pigs clean up,
and a slop mixture of three parts of
wheat middlings to one part of 00
per cent tankage. Some lime, charcoal and salt may be allowed in m1

e

nway.
And the "somebody" whom he Is attempting to drive nway is the Guall-chu- ,
the spirit of evil.
Of course, the Interesting thing is
to consider how such a custom arose.
The Tehuelclie religion Is quite simple. There Is a good spirit and a bad
spirit. The good spirit made all the
meat and
animals for the
food of his people, but having made
this effort he turned over in the great
cave where he lives in the mountains
and slept.
Hut the nualichu was of a different
temperament he stayed awake and
he set nil the evil animals to plague

the Indians.

CONSTRUCTION

One-Haof All Highways Being
Built Arn Being Aided by the

A

Liberal feeding of the sow during
her milking period will pay for itself
many times over In strong, growing
pigs. The milking sow, as well as the
milking cow, needs a ration rich in
muscle and
materials,
the proteins and minerals because she
must supply these materials to the

ROAD

About

r

TANLAC

i WOHEN

Belief.

Idea Growing Always More Powerful
Has Caused the Tribe to Become
Devil Worshipers.

QUALITY

(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
Although the color of an egg shell
Is no Indication of the chemical composition of Its content, people in
cities and In different parts of
tht country have rather decided preferences for either white or brown
FOSTER - MILBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.
eggs. The wise producer considers
the likes and dislikes of his prospective
customers, even though they may be
Millions Every Year End
based on a mistaken notion. A brown
Stomach Trouble
egg Is just as nutritious as a white
By Taking
egg and a white one is just as full of
meat as a brown one, says the United
States Department of Agriculture. If
a person's color Idiosyncrasy Is satis-fled- ,
25,000,000 Bottle, Sold
however, he may get a little more
good out of the egg he eats.
Oh, for a Whale!
Color Depends on Breed.
I wus declaiming the death speech
The color of an egg Is largely, or alof Hubert Einmett. I thought I was
most entirely, dependent upon the
making u great impression on my audience; but when I wus about half breed of the bird that laid it. In general the American breeds Plymouth
through I paused for a moment and
Rocks, Rhode Island Reds and Wyantook a step to one side. The audites lay brown eggs. As all these
ence, thinking I hud finished, begun to dot
breeds have red ear lobes, it may be
clap.
I gulped, looked embarrased, and said that red lobes mean brown eggs.
went on, "Be yet patient ! I have but The brown egg is popular in New Eng-lan- d
and brings a premium on the
a few more words to say. I am going
Boston and Providence markets. Alto my silent grave."
though the content of this egg is the
Every one burst into roars of laugh
as that of a white one, there is
ter. I turned a brilliant crimson and same
a difference
The
in the covering.
finished my speech as quickly jis posshells of brown eggs are harder and
sible, with my eyes on the floor. Kx- - the skin
just underneath the shell Is
change.
tougher. In hatching, the chicks have
ft little harder work
getting out than
IN BUYING ASPIRIN
those that happened to develop In
shells of lighter hue.
ALWAYS SAY "BAYER"
In New York the white egg brings
a premium of 7 to 10 cents a dozen at
Look for the Name "Bayer" on Tabsome seasons, but it is probable that
lets, Then You Need
the New Yorker gets no more nourNever Worry.
ishment nor enjoyment out of his
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" can be breakfast than the Bostonian, who
pays a similar premium fijr brown
taken safely for Colds, Headache,
eggs. Owners of poultry farms are
Toothache, Karacbe, Neuralgia, Lumwell aware of this preference In the
bago, Rheumatism, Joint I'alns, Neurimetropolis and, as a result, the comtis, and I 'iiin generally.
mercial poultry farms In N6'w York,
To get quick relief follow carefully
the safe and proper directions in each New Jersey, Delaware and Jl'ennsyl-vani- a
keep fowls, mostly Leghorns,
unbroken package of "Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin." This package is plainly
stamped with the safety "Bayer Cross."
The "Bayer Cross" means the genuine, world-famou- s
Aspirin prescribed
by physicians for over twenty-on- e
y eu rs. A d vert isem en t.
A Strenuous Life.
"I don't see you at church," said
Paslor 'Oaodlfigh.
"I'm so exhausted on Saturday night
after a hard week's work that I can't
get out of bed on Sunday morning,"
replied Mr. Grabcoin.
"But you play golf on Sunday afternoon."
"Yes, I usually contrive to pull myself together by one or two o'clock in
the day." '
"Then you ought to be able to attend night services."
"When niglit comes I'm more exhausted than ever." Birmingham

"Religious"

Recommended.
NO

IRE TO HEI

Patagonia Indians Have Peculiar

Sow During Milking Period Should
Be Fed Liberally.
Growthy
Strong,
Youngsters Must
Have Supply of Bone and Muscle-Buildin- g

the Other.

NEW MEXICO

DREAD BAD SPIRIT

GROWING BEST PIGS

A Colorado Case

Sixth Ave,, Duran-kColo., says:
My kidneys troubled me and there
was a dull aching
across my back. If
I turned
aulckly.
sharp pains caught
me and each one
telt as though a
knife
had been
plunged into me.
Mv kidneys acted
i r r e g u
lany ana
hroke mv rpst at
night. I consulted a doctor and he
told me to try Doan's Kidney Pills.
Doan's quickly and entirely relieved
me."
Get Doin'i at Any Store, 60c a Box

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Government.
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
What the new federal highway appropriation to be expended under the
direction of the bureau of public roads,
Upited States Department of Agriculture, will mean to the country Is accurately gauged In a synopsis prepared
bv the bureau, showlnir the use to

greens.

Plan to Save Money.
Is money saved.
saved
Spreading It us made Is the best
Manure

Galey

Flighty, What.
What's thnt frock made

country's highways.

Asphalt Streets In Majority.
Ida?
Virtually 61 per cent of all the muMrs. Galey Airpliine silk, old dear.
nicipal streets In the United State
Don't you think It enhances my lovel- have an asphalt top. As a consequence
iness?
of heavy truck traffic many of these
"Assuredly. To say nothing of !tf itreets are beginning to show serious
'"rmonlzlng with your disposition."
vldinces of disintegration.
.fudge

I had soma

work.

friends who had
&s taken Lvdia E. Pink- ham's Vegetable
Compound, and they
told me about it. I
know what it has
done for me and I
recommend it to
WLeidh I others, as I am sure
it will be a trreat
help to all sick women. It is a wonderful medicine, and I give you permission
to use my testimonial and my photoMrs. Emma Bakes, 810 S.
graph."
mast St., Leuanon, inaiana.
These letters recommending Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound ought
to convince women of the great worth
of this medicine in the treatment of ailments to which they are often subject.
Mrs. Baker calls it "a wonderful medicine." If you are suffering from
troubles women often have, or feel all
run down, without any ambition or energy for your regular work, take Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It
is a natural restorative and should help
you as it has Mrs. Baker and many,
many other women.
;

&v

If1

Women
ade Young

bunstruction of a Rock Road.
which tile $275,000,0000 previously appropriated by congress has been put.
Up to December 31, $212,077,240 had
been put to work in projects either entirely complete or under construction.
To match thnt amount the states appropriated $2S5,379,312, making a total
of $407,450,558.
If placed end to end the roads to be
paid for by this money would encircle
the earth at the equator and extend as
far as from New York to San Francisco on the second lap. The total
mileage of roads under construction
and completed, the department's records show, was approximately 27,000
miles. Of this milage 0,555 miles was
The
in projects entirely completed.
balance Of 17,445 miles was In projects
which ycre still under construction
hut reported 09 per cent complete October 31. In those projects there was
the equivalent of 12,000 miles of completed roads, so that the completed
road to date was more than 21,000
miles, or nearly enough to encircle
the glJbe.
Priori to five years ago the federal
government took no active part In theroad construction of the country, 'loof all roads under
day abol)t one-ha- lf
construction are being aided nnanciai-l- y
by the federal government, and the
construction is subject to inspection

of,

Lebanon, Indiana. "I wascomplete-lrun down from women's troubles and
lllllllillllllllMlllllll stomach trouble ana
for a long time was
hardly able to do my

P

Thus far we enn trace no belief.
Iieyond that it Is a more serious matter. More and more terrible grew the
stories that were told of the (iuali-elm'power and more and more did
lie gain ascendancy over the lives ol
the more Imaginative Indians, until al
last they borame devil worshipers,
and their whole lives were made up
of an attitude of terror toward this
g
Is recommended.
dreadful power.
When sows can be put on pasture,
Kvery strange footprint which the
that Is of course desirable, and then Indians saw
they put down to the
one-haof the slop mixture will be (luallctiu. 'When the
glaciers halved
in
ration
Sudden
enough.
changes
In the mountains and flung their Ice
must be avoided. There Is little danger
upon the waters of (he upland lakes
of overfeeding
during the milking the Indians said, "It Is the (lualichu
period.
who Is groaning In the mountains."
And so they became n race of devil
MILK
IS QUITE NOURISHING worshipers. It Is probable that most
devil worship has
ad a beginning of
this kind. Here we have a people
Usually Plentiful on Average Farm
cleanly and kindly, whose imaginaand Chickens Should Receive
tions became warped by the contemFull Allowance.
plation of the spirit of evil.
The savage us a rule Is not in any
Milk is usually plentiful, on the
farm, and the chickens should receive way Imaginative he needs something
the benefit of this. Give the grow- from the outside to make him so the
black for
ing stock a feast of milk every day darkness, great storms, the
or two no matter whether It he sweet, est clinging upon the mountains
skimmed or sour.
It Is also good for these tilings excite In him unusual
the old fowls, especially those in molt. thoughts, and as sure as they do that
But with all kinds of fowls, and espe- so surely does devil worship begin to
In.
cially the growing stock, care should creep
and approval of federal engineers.
s
Generally when devil worship
be tuken to place no more before them
to
found
there
individuals
are
be
at a time than they will consume In
who claim the priesthood of the devil. APPROVE HIGHWAY PROJECTS
just a few minutes, for otherwise it
soon becomes contaminated and unfit Curiously enough, this has never been
the case among the Tehuelcbes
of Bufor the fowls.
their attitude toward the Gualldiu is According; to Announcement
of
Construction
reau
Every
Type
perfectly sound. They drive liim away
Is Represented.
FEEDING AT FARROWING TIME If they can and they
propitiate him If
they can, but In neither performance
But do they call In the aid of the witch
Receive Nothing
Sow Should
Ninety-thre- e
road construction proj.
Warm Water for Twenty-fou- r
doctor.
ects in 2S states were approved for
Hours After Pigs Come.
federal aid during October by the bureau of public roads, United States
Large "Freight" Airplane.
hours after farrowFor twenty-fou- r
A freight airplane whose "hold" Is Department of Agriculture, according
ing, the sow should receive no feed, large enough for freight trucks to he to a compilation
just made public.
but plenty of good warm water. She wheeled about Inside for loading and Virtually every type of construction is
should then he started on a thin slop unloading hns been designed for use represented in the approved projects.
of bran or ground oats, ground barley on the London-ContinentThe states In which these projects
airways.
and a little tankage, the amount to be This airplane has many unique fea- were approved and the number of
ten
about
gradually increased, taking
tures. The body of the machine ac- projects approved in each state foldays to get her on full feed. After ten tually breaks In two when loading, the low: Alabama, 3; Arkansas, 3; Calisow
all
the
rear-hal- f
days or two weeks, give
with the rudder and fail fornia, 2; Colorado, 1; Florida, 1;
the grain she will clean up twice or plane folding buck at right angles tc Idaho, 1; Kansas, 8; Maryland, 5;
three times a day.
the "hold," thus providing a door the Massachusetts, 2; Minnesota, 15; Misfull size of the machine. The hack sissippi, 6; Missouri, 4; Monlan'i, 1;
FEEDING SKIMMILK TO PIGS of the "hold" Is hinged and lets down, Nebraska, 2; Nevada, 1; New Mexico,
forming a gangway up which laden 2; North Dakota, 2; Ohio, 2; Okla5; South
1; Pennsylvania,
Difficult to Put Exact Valuation on It goods trolleys can be wheeled right homa,
It hns been de- Carolina, 5; South Dakota, 1; Texas,
into the airplane.
as Supplemental Feed One Exsigned by Mr. Follund, of the Glouce- 3; Utah, 1; Virginia, 12; Washington,
cellent Rule.
stershire Aviation company, designer
1; Wisconsin, 2, and Wyoming, 1.
It is difficult to put an exact valu- of the machine which won last year's The longest single stretch of roadway
Aerial Derby, and recently flew at a approved in one project during the
ation on skim milk as a supplemental
feed with nigs. The rule which has speed of 212 miles an hour. The top month was an earth road in Calhoun
often been laid down is as follows: wing Is so thick thnt sufficient petrol county, Mississippi, 35.3 miles long;
and oil to supply the airplane's :!
the shortest, 0.9 mile, was a brick
To find the value of 100 pounds of horse-powee
r
for a
engine
road in tark county, Ohio.
skim milk when fed alone, multiply
In tanks Inside
the market price of live hogs In cents flight can be stored
the wing. When loaded the freight
a pound by five. If fed in combinaa hall
GOOD USE FOR SUBSTITUTES
tion with corn or barley, multiply by airplane will weigh two and
tons and will be capable of flying al
six.
104 miles an hour.
Gravel and Macadam Can Be Employed Until More Durable Type
IN
FALL
COWS FRESHENING
of Road Is Built.
Golf Ball Insurance.
The beginner at golf, although he
Records Show Animals Produce More
may not be able to drive his ball very
It will require several years for the
Milk and Buttsrfat and Make
far. generally gets it into the rough United States to carry out the plans
Best Returns.
d
sooner or filter and manages to lose for a comprehensive system of
a good many of the expensive little
highways. Until such time
The time of the year that a cow
spheres.
as the main highways can be built of
freshens seems to have considerable
At one of the rountry clubs neat the durable type, gravel and macadam
to do with the profit she returns, New York the caddie master Is
doing
used as substitutes, but what
says the United States Department of a nice little business Insuring halls. may be
the whole country wants and demands
Agriculture. An analysis of the figures For 50 cents he agrees to
replace with are real
good roads.
asg
obtained from many
balls In good condition any that are
sociations shows that in most sections
lost. His caddies are well 'rained, and
One of Largest Industries.
the cows that freshen In the fall and in most cases be comes out ahead, for
Koad
building In the United States
milk
the
most
winter
produce
early
balls
he gives his patrons second-han- d
and butterfnt and bring In the great which have been found on the links Is one of the nation's largest Industries, a million men being employed
est Income over cost or reed.
and repainted. Their tost, to him Is last year throughout the construction
practically nothing. New York Sun.
season at building or repairing tb
Make Good Greens.

Turnip tops mnke almost as good
greens as mustard. Sow the early
turnips tnickly and then thin out for

Lydia E.Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound, Anxious to Help Others

Bright eyes, a clear skin and a body
full of youth and health may be
yours if you will keep your system
in order by regularly taking

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the
enemies of life and looks. In use since
1696.
All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Gold Mrda on every box
and accept no Imitation

Rats in tEie Cellar,
Mice in the Pantry.
Cockroaches
in the Kitchen
What can be more disagreeable than a
home infested with pests? Destroy them
with Stearns' Electric Paste, the standard
exterminator for more than 43 years.
Kill rats, mice, cockroaches, watcrbugs
or ants in a single night. Does not blow
away like powders: ready for use: better
than traps. Directions in 15 languages in
every box. Money back if it fails.
15 oz. size $1.50.
Z oz. size 35c
The Farmer's Lot.
President J. H. Kimble of the Farmers' national congress said the other
day :
"The farmer can't help envying the
union man wlih his short hours and
high wages.
"A union man, while striking for a
week, visited his cousin, a
fanner in the country.
"The striking union man said one
day over his pumpkin pie nt dinner;
" 'Well, there's one
thing you farm
ers can be thankful for anyhow,
(leorge. The death rate is smaller in
the country than in the towns.'
"'Yes,' said Farmer George; 'folks
that have to run u farm don't git no
time to die.' "

Easy.

Hobby wanted n donkey and he
and seen the donkey In a nearby Held.
"What would happen if I stole that
donkey?" he asked his father,
nobby thought a while and then
said :
"You wouldn't forget to feed It
while
I was nway, would you,

father?"
It's nil right to speak well of the
dead, but the widow who marries a
second time needn't rub It In.

Stubborn Cases of Stomach
Trouble Yield
Promptly to

TANLAC
25,000,000 Bottles Sold

Ask Your Dealer
for

f&lp$ExCElL,0
RUB8ERLISS
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Tear's Wear Guaranteed
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mm., Adrian, Mich.

Girls! Girls!!
Save Your Hair

With Cuticura

Sots 25c, Outmtat 25 and 50c, TsJcoa 25c
W. N. U., DENVER,
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SHOVELS

STORMS SWEEP

STRIKE

MAN'S MEMORY

Japan has decided to send addition
BURIED TREASURE
al replacement troops Into Siberia ai
u result of the failure of the Dalren
DEAD 1
negotiations with the Cbltu govern
From All Over
ment of the far eastern republic
Galva
Workmen Are Suddenly
A great fire and a mussacre of Chris
nized Into Action When Silver
,
tians at samsoun, on the Mack Sea
Calif ornian Married Three WomHUNDREDS ARE LEFT HOMELESS
CONDENSED
Coins Come to Light.
RECORD OF THE coast of Asia Minor, were In progress
en and Served Term in
when the Italian steamer Barhttu left
A8 TWI8TER PASSES THROUGH
PROGhtSj OF EVENTS AT
there, the steamer's officers reported
Hattlesburg, Miss. Shades of Cap
"Pen" During That Time.
HOME AND ABROAD.
THREE
STATES.
on her arrival at Putins, Greece.
tain Kldd and his buccaneers walked
Nmraptpir Union New Serrlot. )
(Wfitin
Ice
Firm
Lumber company's
at the
Italy's population on Dec. 1, 11)21,
O. D. Betts was elected mayor of
was 38,835,184, which includes 1,564,
plant, when Tom Massengale and
091 persons In the redeemed prov ulendale by a substantial majority in
COMES TO LIFE
negro laborers were at work JUST
TORNADOES LEAVE RUIN gang of out
FROM ALL
the foundation of a brick
Inces. The population within the old the recent election In Arizona.
getting
wall at the plant, where repairs are
Both lumber mills at Flagstaff, Aril
boundaries therefore was 37,270,403,
Recovers Former Consciousness, Lost
being made.
muklng an Increase of 7.5 per cent have been opened with orders suffi
as Result of Injury In Accident,
The gang, like all other gangs, was
cient to keep them In operation for a HIGH WATER ADDS TO DAMAGE
8AYINGS,
DOINGS, ACHIEVE- over the census of 1011.
While Walking Along Street
moving none too fast, when suddenly,
The Germuu government has notified long period.
WHICH EXCEEDS MILLIONS
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
chink I and bump I and a shovelful of
in San Francisco.
the allied reparations commission that
Several Douglas, Ariz., men are plan
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
OF DOLLARS.
silver coins came to light.
18,051,070 gold marks had been paid nlng to organize a county fair assocl
"Lawd in heaven!" was the shout,
Cal. Three
Los Angeles,
In to the designated banks, this being ation with a capitalization of several
wives,
and there was one wild dash of nine two children of his, a term in
the sums due under the commission
thousand dollars,
(Western Nmpiper Uoloo Newi Senlct.)
the
(Wsun Niwtpaper Union New Smict. )
little San Quentln, the World war and
dusky treasure hunters into
decision according to the German pro
The body of Vidnl Lopez, n taxi
the sweep of events while three
visional moratorium.
per
WESTERN
driver, was found on the highway six
Indianapolis, Ind. Twenty-onmen have been president all these
Sir Ross Smith, the Australian avl teen miles north of Albuquerque with sons met death and more than 100
Three of the convicts who escaped
coming In the interval between an acwere seriously injured by wind and
from the state prison at Sun Quentln, ator, who, with his brother, Sir Keith, two bullet wounds In the body.
cident to him In 1005, and his recovery
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Cupt. S. S. France,
commanding
and more than eighty Injured as a re nett,
him 17 years are a complete blank.
The Russian claims against the ul Company E, Arizona National Guard, property toll may be higher.
sult of tornadoes and rainstorms which
The last thing that he remembered,
Heuvy rains continued all over the
swept from west Texas east Into Oklu lies presented by M. Lltvlnoff, at las been appointed a member of the state and In more than a dozen Inprior to being brougtit back to himself
It
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Arizona
state
exceed
declared,
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by being recognized by a friend In a
the totnl amount of the allied debts,
The residents of Roswell, N. M., are stances high winds developed into tor
San Francisco park, was that he bad,
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to
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a
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from
now making plans for the annual car
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Buildings
Married Three Women.
Ukraine republic, promises to become Arizona State Child Welfare Board, age
The remaining manslaughter charge
one of the soviet delegation's brightest will withdraw from all official duties and trees fell before heavy winds.
And
stream
tgulnst Itoscoe (Fatty) Artmckle, who
an
was
Indiana
yet, during the 17 years since
There
scarcely
was acquitted in Sun Francisco by n platform stars at the International con tn connection with the state and gen within Its banks. Flood stages equalthat moment, he married three times.
ference at Genoa. He thrives on de
nil federation of women's clubs.
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ing the high marks of 1913 were repersistence and
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because of his peculiar actions. With
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from
points.
ported
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lhe Russians at Genoa will give the troduced in the House by Represei. e no loss of life. North of Indianapolis,
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the Northern Pacific railway at Per
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D. A. Matthews of Gruliam coun- however, from Danville, 111., to Sum- guarantees demanded in the
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Angeles Investment company,
The bond issue for $45,000 voted on caused a heavy loss of life.
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The Russians by a vote of !l to 1, there being pructl- - here were as follows:
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consider the tribunal clause us un In
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no opposition.
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This Is the first
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Two persons died of exposure and
One Wild Dash.
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grunt
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Association will be u
hands of the workmen. It wasn't more
A picnic, wiis capsized by a wave on
Martractor factory at Cork In fee simple.
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during
ket street, San Francisco, and, notichen the corporation recently issued for the first time since the construcllle and one drowning at Hammond.
i'nllf.
Mnssengale stated, it took him to find
a threat of eviction. Mr. Ford sent a
ing many signs referring to that city,
111.
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mail plane, set u new less he was
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ludlng a corps of Red Cross workers, "I just tore in with the rest, without
Two Maricopa county motorcycle of
flight record for the trip between San simple he would move the factory elseHe then went Into a hotel, sat down,
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for
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caring
and lieno recently by mak- where.
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are dead, and about forty others the largest, $4.20."
mittee of lhe economic conference at
Tempe road one mile east of Phoenix. are
In a pitched battle between three Genoa was
The grand totnl was $22.70.
seriously Injured, according to a
strongly opposed by both
Five Justice of the peace precincts check
members of 'the Japanese crew of the French and Belgian representatives.
by relief workers.
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were
Pima
Mnru
Kaiau
and throe depu- Premier Lloyd George, together with
county, Arizona,
Steamer
Damage caused by the tornado Is
BEDLAM
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hed by the board of supervisors. The estimated at
ty sheriffs at St. Helens, Ore., Sliiina-tfin- Premier Facta and Foreign Minister
approximately $200,000 In
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be
of
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engineer of the vessel, unci a sec- Sehanz.er of Italy Intervened, however.
this town of about 100 homes and
fective Jan. 1, 1923, and will, It Is ex business houses, and where the tor- Enraged Bovine Runt Amuck and
ond member of the crew were shot and mid their conciliatory attitude,
finally
Wreck! a Market Place in
perhaps fatally wounded and unother resulted In the admittance of both the acted, result In the snving of $25,000 nado cut a swathe. through Marlon,
New York.'
jnpune.se wan less seriously wounded. Russians and the Germans.
year to the county.
j
Washington and Jefferson counties.
The scene here is one of desolation.
Secretary Weeks declined to send
Joseph Sluiler, formerly a physician GENERAL
Newi York. A large Texas steer
federal troops Into New Mexico In re Half of the homes have been demolot Peoria, III., was sentenced In the
William J. Bryan, in a statement sponse to a telegram from Governor ished. A
Paddy's market, a couple of
of over 25 miles long turned West
Superior Court at Los Angeles to serve
strip
of Times square, Into a
blocks
given out at Miami, l''ln announced II. C. Mechem, who said he might need and about 150
wide was swept
iin Indeterminate sentence of one to his
yards
definite decision not to become a them to preserve order In the Gallup clean
topsy torvy scene of frightened shopthe
ten years in Kan Quentln prison. The candidate
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which
flattened
by
for the United States Sen
oal fields, where martial law has Itself to the earth and shattered every- pers and peddlers, overturned push
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strike.
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Transportation by road Is practicalas an excuse for abruptly quitwere after had been identified by his
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After a conference in Nogales be ly at a standstill due to the torrential parasol
a mob, variously estiting a herd on the way to an abattoir.
tween the sheriff and members of the rains which followed the tornado.
The efforts being made by Mrs. alleged atvictim,
The young woman even more promptly
300 to r00, which surrounded
mated
onrd of supervisors, wages of four
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driving rain.
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That,
American Bar Association, to get the
WASHINGTON
grabbed its horns and "bulldogged" the call' the events of June 15, 1905. Findeffect, is the opinion of the State Su Mlchuel Collins, head of the provisional animal
as the cowboys do In the ing $15 In his pocket, he rented a room.
Great Britain has Informed the Stale criminal's view of the cause of
preme Court, contained In a decision Fiee State government, was made rodeos. just
Dizzy, he lay down on the bed. where
After hearing the prisoners
Department. that she is ready to begin
the case of Gordon Huntington, one here, coming almost simulanteously
he slept for 18 hours.
Immediate negotiations looking toward express llieir opinions, the committee f the four state hlghwny employes in with an assault on the Beggars Bush
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the funding of the $11,000,000,000 al- said its members all agreed with the
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lied debt to the United Slides.
an
official
oiid about two years ago.
army statement.
aimy, says
a man who spoke to him.
Six thousand tenants
The Supreme Court of the United
of Chicago
Team of Four, Driven by
Owing to the lung dry spell In the
Pardon me," lie said, "but I do not
States lias recently decided that no apartment houses have pledged themFarmer Lad, Common Sight In
ineoln national forest, plans are now
Notes Do Not Imply Recognition.
ever having seen you."
remember
Chicould
be Imprisoned at hard selves to refuse to move on Muy 1,
Streets of Town.
jierson
ing made for the fire guard for the
Mexico City
Belief was expressed
"Certainly you know me," was the
Inbor without presentment and Indict- cago's
moving day, and to
)22 season, and It is likely that the
here in political circles thut If Charles
reply. "I i knew you well la Los Anment by n grand jury, because the rel'ust to pay increased rents.
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Neither the federal courts, the stale
le forest.
He then learned that it was H. A.
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York by his
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id that in addition to the members
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ic circles in the capital for months
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of it.
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by striking miners and their
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the
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Emery has been a real estate man,
Continental hull, thereby assuring, In Detroit Federal Court by the United martial law. Unmarried striking min- flyers from Kelly field, San Antonio,
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Helena, Mont. Because a
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The check passing case has been
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tion so decided In denying the
Turks Massacre Greek Christians.
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London.
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Suite Department. The old govern- his death ut Fort Smith, Ark., after a Cor the coming senson was discussed, cre of Christians at Samsoun, on the
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ment In Guatemala was overthrown three years' nap, were completely mys't was voted to secure 500 pounds of Black sea coast of Asia Minor, were
Harrison, an old man, while
Inst December and the new govern- tified by his niulady and physicians ieed from Oklahoma and distribute In progress when the Italian steamer
Refuses Sentenced Man Minus Papers
herding sheep In Meagher counment established In February with the say death came ns the result of refus- this to the farmers In time for the Barblta left there, the steamer's offi
ty last summer, was killed and
Leavenworth, Kan. Because he did
election of General Orelano us presi- ing to take nourishment.
cers reported on her arrival at Pat-raplanting of the crop,
eaten by a "silver tip."
not have commitment papers, Charles
dent.
A vigorous man hunt Is under way In
The De Baca county road levy, to
Greece, says an Athens dispatch
W. Bowan, convicted of uslngthe mails
Despite the great number of
The steamer Levlathnn, now being the hills of Marine county, California, build from Fort Sumner to Yeso, and to the London Times.
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which a bear devoured a human
later arrested tn Milwaukee, Wis.,
r and the theft of the automobile of the
''President Harding," Chairman
cvy for 1921 upheld by the Snpreuif who attempted to escape, the officers)
being.
where an officer had pursued him with
announced In Washington.
'.Virt of 'w Mexico.
prison physician.
declared.
the proper papers.
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Flapper Done
With Shifters
She Repudiates Organization Reputed to Promote Promiscuous Flirtation.
SUCH

A

NEEDLESS

SOCIETY

She Founded the Original for "Jazz"
and Pocket Money Now Busy Pop.
ularizlng "Necker" and Other
Slang Phrases.
New York.

Life Is

just

brimming

far as the flapper was concerned, the
field was quickly exhausted.
Wall Street Adopts Shifter Idea.
But In the meantime the Shifters
had expanded into Wall street. Not
for months had Wall street played a
game that .so tickled its fancy. The
idea of getting a fellow to pay from
$1 to $10 for a brass clip worth a fraction 'of a mill appealed alike to the
office boy and the head of the firm,
and the "stinging" process went merrily on.
Now, apparently, some near Ponzl
has capitalized the flapper's Idea Into
a commercial proposition and has Ins
vested money in printing a
and making ornate badges In the
But
hopes of reaping a huge profit.
the new society of Shifters Interests
the flapper only In so far as it pays
She Is
a tribute to her cleverness.
done with It. She has other and more
Important matters on hand, the most
Important of which just now Is the
popularizing of four new phrases, one
she has adopted from the theater and
three she coined herself. From the
theater she lias taken the phrase "I
will so say," spoken by the French
father who essays American slang in
Irene Bordonl's "The French Doll."
The flapper has discarded "I'll say so"
and her "I will so say" Is her most
emphatic affirmative In classroom and
Broadway.
The epithets she has evolved from
her own lexicon are "Junk," "necker"
and "heavy necker." "Junk" Is anything she considers unimportant or unworthy of consideration. A "necker"
Is a "petter" who puts her arms
around a boy's neck. A "heavy necker"
Is a "petter" who hangs heavily on
said neck.
"Necking parties" have
superseded "petting parties."

over with excitement for the flapper
these days. No sooner has the fame
of one exploit ceased to be a nine days'
wonder than another comes along to
take Its place. A few weeks ago she
was reveling In the glory reflected by
her adoption of the turned-dowgalosh as footwear for promenades on
falr'daj-- rather than protection for
stormy weather. Now It's the activities of the Society of Shifters that have
again turned on her the spotlight of
publicity.
She denies, however, any responsibility for the organization which, according to Gertrude Kobinson-Smltof the Vacation association, under the
name of Shifters, Is promoting "petting parties," ond flirtations. As a
matter of fact, the Interest of the flapper In the Shifters Is gone and when
the name did mean something to her
it was not such nn organization as that
described by the head of the Vacation
association, with a Fifth avenue headquarters and an ornate badge.
"We don't need badges or secret or
any other kind of societies to have
'petting parties,'" said a
flapirv fter the latest version of the
purposes of the Shifters, "and who
would pay for the privileges of joining a flirting society when one can
have one of her own? That's all junk,
so far as we're concerned.
Somebody
may have taken up the idea and be
trying to make a regular business of
it, but we started It Just for a 'Jazz.' "
Inspiration for Pocket Money.
The original Shifters, she explained,
formed by n group of
flapor head- How Music
pers, had no officers,
quarters except in the heads of its
n
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high-scho-

MAKING CACTUS CANDY

LENGTHENS

members. It was founded, first to provide new sources of pocket money,
and secondly in the spirit of the old,
familiar schoolboy game of "pass It."
Her pleas for a different sweater for
every day in the week and several
pairs of "last hopper" shoes (those
horse and leather sport
shoes originally designed for golfers)
getting beyond the resources of the
parental pocketbook, the flapper was
forced to evolve some scheme for providing the nrticles without which she

felt herself debarred from association
with her kind.
So she adapted the old Barnum
maxim, "There's, one born every minute," to the Innate predilection of
every schoolgirl to belong to a society
and wear a badge. She took a brass
clip, such as used in any business
ofliee, with the characters "0. K."
stamped on it and with It fastened together the two ends of the scarf she
had purloined from her father's stock.
This clip, worn In that way, became
the official emblem of the Shifters.
The badge aroused curiosity. All the
girls asked the original group of founders what It signified.
"It's the Shifters' badge," they were
told. "It's a new society.
Everybody
Is joining.
Don't you wunt to come
In? You can become a member by paying me a quarter. Then I'll give you a
badge. That gives you the right to get
as many members as you can.
Girls of convincing tongues and latent sellingability collected as high
as $12 a week for membership while
the going was good. The membership
fee ranged from a quarter to as much
as the traffic would bear, but was restricted chiefly to the smaller sum. So

KEEP

CHECK

ON

APPARATUS

Every Precaution Taken to Keep Out
Foreign Sounds "Listening Pots"
Established to See That Ap- paratus Works Smoothly.
New York. There Is much the same
fascination in going behind the sceies
of a greut broadcasting station us1 is
found behind the curtuin at u theater.
A general working Idea of the
of wireless electricity Is
universal in America today. Almost every night the general public
has suddenly become fumlllar with the
Intricate mechanism of such apparatus. The distribution of upward of
a million radio telephones has educated the public far more rapidly than
could years of ordinary study. The
audiences which gather dally to listen in on the programs broadcasted
the country over probably aggregate
Almost ull
over a million listeners.
are familiar with the operation of
the broadcasting station.
An evening spent In one of the great
broadcasting stutions is a rare privilege.
Most of us have probably Imagined
the broadcasting station to be a maze
of complicated apparatus with something the appearance of a factory or
The stage from which
a laboratory.
the programs are broadcasted, to call
It such, Is In reality an attractive
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TO BUILD COMBINED

Average Owner of Car Knows
Just About Enough to Put
Foot on the Gas.

of

Arrangement
Easily Damaged.

Not
OAK LEAF POISONING

Device Is Made by Assembling Short
Sections of Pipss Such as Art
Ussd for Waste and Fairly
Thin-Walle-

PROPER

INSTRUCTION NEEDED

In Driving and in Automotive
Mechanics Will Be Money and Time

Course

Well

Spent

Instruction

Book Will Help.

With about 2,000,000 automobiles being produced In this country annually,
It can be taken for granted that about
6,000 cars are sold every business day
of the year. A lot of purchasers are
fairly green when It comes to operating their cars, to say nothing of taking
Cuctug candy is the latest sweet the
proper care of them.
meat to be prepared by confectioners
Of course the buyer receives a cerat San Antonio, Tex. The heretofore
worthless desert plant is being used tain amount of Instruction as to runfor making candy, after a complicated ning the machine from the man who
sells it to him. That is to say, the
process of crystallizing and purifying.
These girls are cutting with a muchlne owner when he finds himself alone
the raw plant, which Is the first step with his newly acquired possession Is
In the making of the cactus confection.
apt to steer the thing well enough to
keep between the two curbs of the
street and to negotiate a corner by
Need Schools in Mexico City.
Mexico City. More than 60,000 chll some honk or crook. He may kaow
dren of Mexico City are without school how to step on the gas, where at least
accommodations, nccordlng to news one of the brake apparatus is and
paper reports. Of the 100,000 children something about shifting gears.
of school age In the capital, It Is said
Should Know His Car,
there Is room for only 100,000. Presthere ure a lot of things about
But
ident Obregon Is supporting Governor a
car that he should know, and If
fiasco of the federal district In his ef- he
doesn't know them he should get
forts to supply more facilities.
busy at once to acquire some knowledge. The best thing for him to do
Killed by Bathrobe Mishap.
right off the bat Is to take a short
London.
Tripping over the tassel of course In driving from some experihis bathrobe, a Devonshire veterinary enced ninn or in pome recognized
surgeon fell downstairs and was killed, school, and a longer course In automotive mechanics. This will be time
and money well spent in the long run.

studio surprisingly barren of technical
apparatus.
The Radio Studio.
The walls of the studio are hung
with rich curtuins, which are designed
to be useful as well us ornamental.
Besides lending an air of elegance to
the Interior, they serve to deaden the
sounds which come from adjoining
rooms and at the same time prevent
any possible echo or vibration.
The studio contains several phonographs and the cases for records
whose music is to be broadcasted.
There is a grand piano for accompanying the soloists. A number of easy
chairs are scattered about. The floor
is, of course, thickly covered to deaden
all possible sounds.
About the wulls are ranged a couple
of inconspicuous cabinets of a dark
wood.
There are also a couple of
desks with switches and telephones.
Suspended from the ceilings are two
receivers hung from wires. These
ure provided with paper funnels, much
horns
the same as the
of phonographs, which can be readily
adjusted at any angle or height to
suit the performers. Two or three attendants and the performers and a
very few visitors are admitted.
A few minutes before the opening o(
the performance the mechanical expert directing the program he is
known technically as the "operator"
calls up the mechanical department
and assures himself that all Is In readiness.
He now signals to an assistant to put the great set used for sending In operation. A few moments later
be goes to the cabinets with their
rows of switches and knobs and quick
ly gives the Inst touches to the ap
paratus. The hum of a generator, like
that of a giant bee, is now beard
throughout the studio.
Every one In
the room has been cautioned in advance to keep perfectly quiet ; the
raised hand of the operator now In
forms them that the broadcasting mnchlnery is functioning.
Ingenious Checks.
The operator now gives hia dlrections by signs alone. At a signal an
assistant winds up one of the phonographs, places u record In position and
stands ready to release It. The announcer now takes up his position before one of the telephones at the desk,
and, speaking clearly and distinctly,
but not loudly, announces the opening
of the program. It is his voice which
has become so familiar to tens of
thousands of people throughout the
eastern states.
He may be said to
huve a speaking acquaintance with a
hundred thousand people who have
never seen his face.
One number follows another on the

program.
to have

The greatest cure

Is

Starting a car In cold weather la
especially hard on the muffler and
sometimes muffler shots demolish the
muffler shells. An arrangement that
Is not easily damaged unless through
a collision or accident may be made
by assembling abort sections of pips
such as are used by plumbers for
waste pipes, fairly
These
can be connected with couplings and
cab
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tha United Stitu Dpirtmnf
of Agriculture.)
Oak leaves, If eaten continuously bj
cattle, produce a sickness which freproves fatal, Investigations
quently
conducted by specialists of the United
of Agriculture
States Department
show. Most oak-lepoisoning, the
specialist say, occurs In the spring,
for at that time there Is a scarcity of
green forage on many ranges and the
craving which stock have for green
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This Muffler Also Warms the Car.

I

d

SCOTLAND YARD PARADES STOLEN
CARS TO FIND RIGHTFUL OWNERS
i

--

"

Where a Small Quantity of Alfalfa la
Fed In Connection With Oak Leaves
the Animals Are Not Injured.
food lends them to eat the leuves In
excessive amounts. In order to cause
sickness, however, oak leaves must be
eaten almost exclusively.
If eaten
with other feed, the animals ure not
It has been found experiInjured.
mentally that as small a quantity as
3 pounds dully of alfalfa hay feed In
connection with oak leaves prevented
poisoning.

Observations on the runge and experimental feeding both show that
some cattle may eat oak leaves for a
long time with no definite bad effects,
and some will even eat theiu exclusively, with no harm. Generally speaking,
those that are Injured show the results
only after eating a considerable quantity through a rather prolonged period,
usually from 10 to 35 days. The
specialists point out that the oaks on
many ranges furnish a most Important
element in summer feed when additional sources of forage are available,
but they urge that care be exercised
during the spring that cattle he not
admitted to summer range at too early
a date, for oak leaves are well advanced before the appearance of the
grasses.
GOAT

MEAT QUITE SUPERIOR

Most of Product Reaches Market aa
Mutton and Is Distinguished by

Sweetness,
Gout meat is seldom found on the
market as such, yet the average number
of goats sJuughtered euch yeur from
1910 to 1920, Inclusive, was 141,487.
It is probable that most of this meat
readies the consumer as mutton,
which It resembles closely, as there
are few cities that require It to be
marketed under its own mime. In
cities and towns adjucent to the runge
country, however, Angora wethers are
freely marketed as such and the meat
Is consumed without discrimination by
the buyer. When received In large
numbers these wethers usually sell at
about 60 per cent of the price paid for
sheep wethers.
The reduced price of gout meat is
doubtless attractive to the consumer,
whether he knows what be Is getting
or thinks he Is buying mutton. According to Farmers' Bulletin 1203, The
Angora Goat, recently issued by the
United Stntes Department of Agriculture, goat meat Is usually superior to
mutton that can be bought at the same
price. Some consumers say that they
are able to distinguish It from lamb
and mut':on by a characteristic sweet
ness.
GIVE

RAM RIGHT

ATTENTION

During Breeding Season He Should
Have Supply of Grain and Access to Good Pasture.

taken

the entertainment

go forward
or Interruption of

without ,nny deluy
Several ingenious checks
any kind.
are used to make iiire that the broadcasting nppunit'.s Is working smoothly and efficiently. There nre a number
of observers whose stutions are known
as "listening posts" scattered for miles
In several directions which are constantly on the alert. If they fall to
hear the program, or It comes to them
lueiv i,a. a
uuiklliuh, iviiBiuuu.
in ihe yarn l u,i ,
Interruptedly or smothered In quality, great parade of stolen motor cars und of motor owners who thought they might
The famous passion play of Oberammergau, Bavaria, Is to be revived for they will cull up the broadcasting sta- find theirs in the crowd.
Kluslve motor thieves have been making large hauls of motor cars recently
jthe first time In twelve years. Anton Lang, whose presentation of the role of tion between the numbers of the
and report the trouble. In this In London and the outlying districts. Many of the cars have been recovered,
fChristus has made him famous, will again be seen In that part. The picture
shows Judas, played by Guldo Mayer, receiving the pieces of silver from the way the entire field covered by the hut none of the culprits. The police of Scotland Yard took the cars out on
stations Is kept under observation.
clgh priest
turn lie lh the hope that some of the cars would be Identified by their owners,
pro-gia-
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AVTCMOIMLK

If

Most Fatal Cases Occur In Spring
When There la a Scarcity of
Green Forage.

PinroaMtD

secured on the end of the exhaust
pipe to replace the muffler. Six or
eight sections make a muffler as eftl
cient as the usual type bought.
An advantage afforded by the use of
these pipes, as shown In the lllustrn
tlon, is that the heat may be directed
Into the car through a perforated
cover.
This arrangement does not encroach
upon the foot room, and In summer
the perforated section can be covered
with a piece of sheet Iron and the
At any rate, he should take the sheet-Irobox cover about the imInstruction book that conies with his provised heater muffler removed to
A good nvold unduly heating the floor. G. A,
ear and learn It by heart.
deal of It will be Greek to him, and L., In Populur Science Monthly.
It will be necessary to consult an ex
pert to get an explanation of this
and make It
technical Information
somewhat understandable. This book
should be reverenced next to the Bible.
It Is Indispensable.
Doubtless the owner will find that
looks
Latest German automobile
the manufacturer bus, for Instance,
like a submarine.
given certain Instructions concerning
lubrication, perhaps has specified cer
Too much grease Is as bad as too
Now, no
tain kinds of lubricants.
matter how much you may know little in the transmission.
about the subject of lubrication, rest
of demountable rims
Keen bolt
assured that the manufacturer has
i
had an engineer study out the lubr- tight.
ication of Ills car, and what he writes
sometimes expand after
Casings
concerning it Is the last word, and
long use.
It should he followed Implicitly.
Service Depends on Care.
Grease battery connections slightly
The same thing Is true as to tires, to prevent corrosion.
brakes or steering geur, or any other
purt of the mechanism.
New car has a light under the hood
The owner, whether he possesses a for night motor trouble.
cur or an edition de luxe,
bus about us much money tied up in
Keep contact points clean and pro
his auto ns he feels be can devote to tect coils and distribute from mote
to
or
that particular form of pleasure
ture.
business. It Is an Investment which
will or will not bring commensurate
First garage for the storage and
returns In money or moments well care of motorcars was opened in Bos
spent. It can be made an Indispensa- ton in 1890.
ble aid to both business and pleasure
or it may become an Insufferable nuMotor fire apparatus is made In
The actual value of a cur
isance.
Germany with runners for use In
depends not so much upon the amount heavy snow.
of the purchase price as upon what
chii be gotten out of It; Its service, Its
Every tenth person In Mnssachu
dependability and general reliability; setts Is licensed to operate an auto
und
cost
the
low
of
that and
upkeep
mobile.
operation.
States and counties of the Halted
It is reasonable, therefore, for the
owner to give as much thought and States hnve recently authorized
bonds for road construction.
study to the machine which propels
him and his merchandise ns to the
machine In the factory which pro
Nearly 07 per cent of the automoduces the merchandise. He ought to bile output of this country comes from
understand how and why and where- the four states, Michigan, Ohio,
and New i'ork.
fore it propels him or why not.
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and Other Forms of
Entertainment Are Broad-- ;
casted to Millions.

MECHANISM CARE

MUFFLER AND HEATER

Behind Scenes
in Radio Studio

by-lu-

NEW MEXICO

The ram needs grain tor several
weeks before and during the breeding
season. At least a pound n uuy or
equal parts of oats and bran should
be fed, together with good quality
or clover hay. Do not keep him
closely confined, but allow hi in access
to pasture. Avoid heavy feeding of
silage or roots during the breeding
season.

Small Digestive Tract. tract of the calf Is
comparatively Binnll, therefore frequent feedings of small amounts during the first month is Imperative.
The digestive

Cattle and Sheep on Clover.
and sheep do well on clover
pasture, but should not he turned In
when hungry or while a dew Is on.
Cuttle

Healthy Pigs on Clover.
Pigs on clover are healthy, and hnve
good bone and constitution points of
special Importance In breeding stock.
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church wealth should lie sacrificed
In this time of terrible need. Until the famine
gave the Soviet government this opportunity It
had made no open attempt at expropriation,
though it had done all In Its power to discredit
the church, whose lnlluence notwithstanding, on
the liussians the most religious people In the
world has steadily grown. Mystery surrounds
the action of the archbishop in yielding up the
church's treasures to Its bitterest foe. But the
Soviet government has ways of Its own for getting
results.
Now, all the world knows there is famine In a
part of Russia. And all the world knows that there
are or have been vast treasures In the hands of
the liusslan church. But one Is not so sure that
these treasures are still In the hands of the church.
Nor Is one entirely confident that the sturvlng
will get the benefit of these treasures, even if they
prove intact and the Soviet government gets possession of them. It is hard to believe anything
to the credit of the Itussian Soviet government
these days.
America knows full well that there Is famine in
Russia. We are trying to save as many as possible of the starving liussians. Up to the ndddle
of March (he A. It. A. activities, it Is known, had
resulted in the landing of 32 ships at lllack sea
and Baltic ports. These ships carried 212,413 tons,
of which 11)7,516 tons were corn, wheat, and sundries. Of tlds amount 129,723 tons of corn and
wheat were discharged and 71.SG0 shipped into
tlie Interior. Of sundries 5,342 tons were shipped,
leaving 07,8(13 tons of corn and 0,.r00 tons of sundries In stock waiting for transport to the Volga.
Goods were shipped on 124 trains as follows:
From Keval, 23; from I.lbau, 14; from Novoros-elss2!l; from Theodosia, 10; from Odessa, 15;
from Windau, 21; from Danzig, 12.
The wheat
and coin trains were reported on March 15 to
have arrived at Ufa, Orenburg, Tzaritzan, Samar,
and Saratov. Fifteen trains were Hearing Kazan
and Simbirsk on the same date. Distribution of
the corn to adults began In the first week In March.
In addition to these arrivals l(S7,0tX) tons were
moving on ports and another 200,000 tons were
being loaded In United States ports.
These stocks are enough to feed S,O0O,000 people.
The main problem Is transportation, fur, In addition
to the disorganization of Russian railroads, In some
districts there are no railroads at all.
Nobody here seems to know just how awful the
famine situation is. Exact figures are lacking. In
March Dr. Fridljof Nansen, who headed an international commission of investigation said:
"The famine of
was caused by lack of
grain, caused In turn by lack of seeds and farm
labor. Not a thing has been done to prevent a
frtmilur shortage for next year and if the world,
with the exception of America, which has been
marvelous in lis succor, still remains aloof, the
suffering of next winter will surpass anything ever
before known In the history of the world.
"Not
of the acreage available for
harvest purposes has been sown this year In preparation for the fall. The peasants have neither
the seeds, the animals for the plowing, nor the
energy which Is generated by food.
"Their wives and children are starving and
despite the admirable relief already brought to
them by the American Relief commission and
the International Commission for the Relief of
Russia, millions are doomed to death, failing a
concerted action of the powers before June.
"Fur 400,000 square miles there Is nothing but
starvation In Russia. No crops. No food. No
smiling children. Nothing but desolation and
death. It Is a crime against the world."
In March It was stated that the Russian Soviet
authorities had failed to provide even half the
number of cars promised for the transportation
of American relief administration food supplies
from the Hluek sen ports of Novorosslssk and from
Windau on the Baltic sea to the famine afflicted
centers of the Interior, according to reports by
Walter Lyman Brown, European director of the
American organization.
"The fcoviet ufllclals promised us sufficient cars
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for the transportation of 130,000 tons of foodstuffs
mouthIy," he said. "From Novorosslssk 125 cars
daily were pledged, but latest advices show that
the daily average of cars actually supplied there
was 50. Similarly, from Windau we were to have
50 cars dnily, but the average has been only 22."
As to the probability that the church treasures
are still practically Intact there is much skepticism
among jewelers and diamond dealers. The Itussian crown jewels have nlmost certainly been looted and are now scattered over the earth. There
was no word of any looting when the Kremlin in
Moscow, where the glittering jewels of royulty reposed, fe.ll into the hands of the revolutionists.
The Kreiiilin lias been guarded by the Soviet government. The condition of the great collection of
jewels In the royal treasury galleries is veiled In
official mystery.
Nevertheless, everybody knows that a pearl necklace belonging to the collection was discovered
In the United States not long ago, having been
purchased fur $825,000 by a Detroit automobile
manufacturer.
South African papers in close touch with the
diamond trade state that $10,000,000 worth of
stolen Russian diamonds were thrown on the jewel
market in ten months In 1021 and the crown jewel
collection of Russia was particularly rich in diaThe diamond production Industry has
monds.
been seriously disturbed by the large number of
these gems coming out of Russia. Some South
African mines stopped producing to await a demand for their stones.
That some of the jewels
which have so affected the international trade are
from the royal collection there is no doubt.
The Itussian crown jewel collection was considered the most tasteful collection of royal jewels
in the world, and probably the finest, except In
pearls. The Oriental strain which the Russians
inherit from the Tartar Invaders accounts for the
Russian love for jewels.
The Russian church under the empire was what
is commonly called the Orthodox Greek or Eastern church; following the revolution of 1017 the
church was disestablished and complete religious
liberty was declared. Russia in Europe is divided
Into 50 bishoprics. In 1!00 about 70 per cent of
the population (87,000,000) belonged to the established church. The "Greek" merely recalls the
early history of the church. The proper name is
Holy Occidental Orthodox Catholic Apostolic
church. This Is the name of a group of churches
which do not acknowledge the papal supremacy.
The Russian church was established about 1580.
As to the real value In money of the treasures
of the church In Russia there is no approximation.
It Is the sheerest guess work. That the treasures
are many and valuable seems certain.
But the value of thee treasures has lost nothing
In the telling. There are many legends
concerning
these treasures and according to them no other
country on earth has such vast treasures concealed
In Its churches as has Russia. In discussing the
subject big words and many adjectives are necessary ; superlatives are In demand. Description
necessarily vague, should go about like this :
We have learned to compute treasure In such
terms as King Solomon's mines, the mines of the
Golconda, or In the lavish magnificence of the court
of the queen of Sheba and yet it is doubtful If
the treasures of Solomon, the output of Golconda
for a whole century, or the gems that bedecked
the throats of Sheba's attendants, all put together,
would equal In actual value the hidden wealth of
the great temples and churches of Russia.
Russian czars always have been hoarders of
Jewels. The very barbaric splendor of their courts,
the atmosphere of extravagant luxury in which
these autocrats have lived throughout the imperial dynasties, all have contributed to the tangible wealth of the nation's great stores of rich
treasure.
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As Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking
Powder sells for only 25 cents a 12
oz.
can at grocery stores, some
rhymes could play up the remarkable
economy of this pure and wholesome
baking powder which contains no alum.
All rhymes must be received
by
May 1, 1922.
Only words appearing
either on the label of the Dr. Price
can (front and back) or on the
printed slip contained inside the can
These words may be
may be used.
used as often as desired, but no other
words will be allowed. If you haven't
a can of Dr. Price's, a copy of the
label and the printed slip will be sent
to you free upon request. ,
Any woman or girl may enter the
Contest, but only one rhyme from each
person will be considered. In case of
ties, the full amount of the prize will
he given to each tying contestant.
Write plainly on only one side of a
sheet of paper and be sure to give
your nnm'e and address.
Send your rhyme before May 1st to
Price Baking Powder Factoiv, 1007
Independence Blvd., Chicago, III.

Ready Reply.
Troops on a British barracks square
were doing musketry drill. "I told
yoii to take a fine sight," said the
seu'geant to a new recruit. "You ought
t( know what a fine sight is by now.
What is it?"
very big boat full of sergeants
in mldocean," answered the
!"A
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Kubla Knan, Ghengls Khan, later Persian Shahs
all have given their share, In the shape of loot,
to the crusudiug soldiers of the little fathers.
And czars and czarinas ever have been liberal
to the priests.
Some of the cathedrals possess treasures which
are almost inconceivable. An altar In one of
the big monasteries is of solid gold, captured from
Genghis Khan and erected by Peter the Great. It
weighs 25 tons and Is studded with emeralds,
rubies, pearls and sapphires of the Orient. The
four largest rubles in the world, worn by Emperor
Constantine, adorn the top of It.
The great Ikonostaz, a special stand for ikons,
in the Uspensky cathedral, Is one of the marvels
of the world.
It is of gold and platinum and Is
studded with precious stones, among them the
lost Lala stone, said to radiate light at night and
also to have the power to heal the worshipers.
These stones come from the treasuries of Pharaoh,
On the Ikonostaz is the famous miter of Nikon,
which, in addition to innumerable other priceless
jewels, contains the pearl of Julius Caesar and the
"Perez" pearl. These two pearls are the most
famous jewels in history. A king of Persia who
ruled in the Fourth century, was the original possessor of the "Perez." The Caesar pearl, for centuries the subject of roynl Intrigue, is said to be
the mate of the one made famous by Cleopntra,
which she "drank dissolved In vinegar" to Impress Marc Antony.
The melting of all the gold nnd platinum, the
latter used almost universally In the making of
the church bells because of Its supposed wonderful
sounding quality, will bring millions in gold rubles.
The poorest of provincial churches are the
wealthiest factors In the country.. From ancient
times these churches have been the recipients of
untold offerings. Every religious holiday adds to
the wealth of the shrine.
The shadowy archives of the Russian church
are Interwoven with threads of Oriental splendor.
The magnificence of Its priceless collection of treasures, some of them secreted in repositories unknown to the authorities, is unparalleled in the
world. No other country ever has owned even In
Its most prosperous days anything like the marvels
belonging to the Russian church.
Some of the most famous Jewels are kept in
s
and
frames of gold and adorn the
walls of monasteries. The candlesticks, the altars, the ikons, even the gates are masses of Invaluable jewels and precious metal. The opulent
gorgeousness of the cathedrals almost Is beyond
the wildest Imagination,
Perhaps the least known of the hidden treasures
of the churches Is nothing else than a bed. This
bed is of solid gold, Its pillars Incrusted with pearls
and diamonds, Its head and foot adorned with the
Romanoff crest set with almost priceless emeralds.
It is the bed of a slave girl a beautiful Circassian,
who was captured in a Tartar raid and who became first the favorite of a czar and then his czarina. This was Anastasla, whom Ivan the Terrible
loved and then beheaded with his own sword.
One night the palace was, stormed by the mob,
which carried off the gold bed, and, having no
other place to put It where It would be safe, carried it to the "Holy of Holies" of the most
cathedral. This was the Vladimir cathedral, which still stands. Since then It has rested
behind the altar.
Every year the priests have
showered upon it Jewels given them by those whe
have kept alive the memory of the Circassian.
Ikon-stand-
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KIDNEY AILMENTS
There is only one medicine that really
as a medicine for
stands out
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
stands the
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
ot distressing cases.
upon thousands
Bwamo-Koot
makes friends quickly be
cause its mild and immediate effect is soon
realized in most cases. It is a gentle.
bealine vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medr
urn and lame.
However, if you wish first to test this
creat preparation send ten cents to JJr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.
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FOR YOUR PRINTING NEEDS
I'atronlzo your home publisher. Hla
prices are just as good or better than
you can get elsewhere. Your work
will bo Riven prompt and satisfactory attention. Help to build up your
local Industries by having your
work done at home.
SHOE HDP Allll l),
Men's soles, J1.00, $1.26, $1.50. $180.
Ladies' soles, 80c., $1.05, $1.30, $1.65.
Postage prepaid to any point. HAST10HN
SIIOK ltl:iAIIt J'ACTOIIY.
Yellow
I''ront, 1533 Champa St. Denver, Colo.
If it Is pipe you are
w
have any size, any kind.looking for,
Havens Bros.. 1622 Wazec St., Denver.
DIAMOBilJS
iioini-Ai.i,i;-

AND WATCH RH.

co.
jkwki.uy
All orders

,v

Jlfff. and Hepairini,'.

attended

Rat.

promptly

lf.th ft Champa.
AMI) NAVY GOOIJS
CO,lU'l,ISTK I.IAfc of bust AlAiytiooda
at lowest prices. Money back
tee. Illustrated Catalog- on guaran
request.
;ll.lll:j!T's AH.HY ANI NAVY STOHE,
Colormlo Spiinva, Colo.
J0a 17h st Denver, Colo.

hand

at itl
Here is a
rhyme as an ex
ample :
Two teaspoons of this powder make
Biscuits, muffins, pie or cake,
The Price's Co., guarantee
No alum in the cans to be.

By JOHN DICKINSON SHERMAN
ME centra! executive committee of
the Soviet Uusslan government has
'n
empowered the minister of justice
4
to seize the wealth of all religious
hodles and sects for famine relief.
The decree extends even to Moslem
mosques and Jewish synagogues.
Archbishop Yevdoklm of Novgorod
issued nn appeal to nil
I true believers to "lend to the Lord"
l tlieir imssessions to aid those dying
of starvation, adding that even

li
KtJMI M.IUICH
U
mention
thin imui'r lvlii'n writing
yon
flriiiM Ih'Iow.

A new contest is just being started
which will interest every woman and
girl who reads this paper. Any womon
or girl can enter this Contest anyone
can win ! All it Is necessary to do is to
write a
rhyme on Dr. Price's
Phosphate Baking Powder, using only
the words which appear either on the
label of the Dr. Price can (front and
back) or on the printed slip which Is
found In each Dr. Price can.
Isn't that easy? Everyone likes to
make rhymes and here is a chance to
spend a fascinating hour or two writing rhymes on this popular Baking
Powder and perhaps winning a substantial prize for your efforts.
59 CASH PRIZES
For the rhyme selected as best a
prize of $100 will be given; for the
second, third and fourth best rhymes
prizes of $75, $50 and $25, respectively will be given. And besides these
prizes there will be 55 prizes of $5
each for the next 55 best rhymes. With
such a long list of prizes as these, it
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Commercial inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Scouts Take Trip.
the trip to be taken by
150 Hoy Scouts of Wyoming through
Yellowstone National Park this summer now call for the departure
of
trucks from Cheyenne and Itock
Springs the morning of August 1. and
from Sheridan the morning of August
3, with the three parlies
converging
Six
Just before reaching the park.
days will he spent in the wwjldgreat-es- t
playground, and the entire trip
will consume eighteen days.
Boy

Plans

for

Unfavorable Weather Delays Planting.
Chicago From the Kooky Mountains to the Groat Lakes and from the
Canadian border almost down to the
(Julf of Mexico, the central section of
the United States is experiencing one
of tlie most disastrous spring seasons
that bus been recorded in years. Dam
age running into the millions already
lias resulted.
Serious apprehension
still is felt that the unfavorable weath
er conditions will retard the plant ins
of crops.
T. N. T. Blast Wrecks Utah Town.
Suit Lake City, Utah. Two men
were seriously injured and many build- igs were damaged when one and one-U- f
tons of TNT threw hundreds of.
tons of large rock fragments in the
business section of the town of Helper,
Utah. The explosion occurred In con
nection with blasting for state road
construction on the west side of the
Price river, opposite Helper.

Denver Schools in Family Row.
Denver. Possibility of the withdrawal of the School of Commerce as
a part of the University of Denver follows the resignation of Dean George
A. Warfleld and Prof. Clarence Webster from the university faculty. Present plans are for the operation of the
School of Commerce as a separate

With Wealth Refused Support.
Detroit. A wife who possesses
wealth In her own right cannot call
upon the courts to compel her husband
for
support, Judge Pliny W. Marsh
ruled in llecorder's Court here In dismissing: action for alleged nonsupport
Average Size of Farm.
instituted by Mrs. Priscilla Bailey, G4
Statistics on this subject vary from
years old, against her husband'.
year to year. The average size of a
farm In 1020 was 14S.2 acres, as com
Hold Up Permit for Toll Road.
pared with 133.1 acres in lillO. Tlie
Washington. In a statement made
average acreage of improved land per
farm In 1920 was 7S.0 acres, while in public here, Secretary of Agriculture
Wallace amplified his previous state1910 it was 75.2 acres.
Wife

ments upon the Mount

Cuticura Soothes Itching Scalp.
On retiring gently rub spots of dan
druff and itching with Cuticura Oint
ment. Next morning shampoo with
Cuticura Soap and hot water. Make
them your everyday toilet preparations
and have a clear skin and soft, whit
hands. Advertisement.
Getting Sermon to Golfers.
Special facilities to care for the
rplritnal welfare of church members
addicted to playing golf Sunday morning will be Installed by the Dlxmoor
Golf club of Chicago. A wireless receiving station will be set up as soon
as the links are opened In the spring,
so that members can listen to their
favorite pastor while enjoying a cigar
ette on the veranda.

livans

road

toll

question, pointing out that although he
considers a toll road proposal unusually advantageous, granting of a permit for such a road is being held in
abeyance In view of the promise advanced by E. E. Sommers as an advisthe Colorado State
ory member of
Highway Commission that Colorado
will undertake construction of a state
road up this peak at once.
Dates for National Parks.

Opening

Washington.
dates

of

the

Opening and

tourist season

closing

in the

nat-

ional parks for 1922 have been announced by Secretary If all as follows:
Glacier National pni
Montana, June
15 to Sept. 15; Grand1 ctnon Natlonnl
park, Arizona, open nil year; Mesa
Verde National park, Colorado, May 15
to Nov. 1; Rocky Mountain National
June 15 to Oct. 1;
park, Colorndo,
Spring It, Bill!
"Why is Bill going around with a Wind Cave 1 Natlonnl park, South Dagrin on his face?" "Because he has a kota, June to Sept. 30 ; Yellowstone
National park, Wyoming, June 20 to
,
laugh up his sleeve."
Sept. 15.

Relief
Sure
INDIGESTION
FOR

6

Bellans

Hot

mag-nlllce-

water

Sure Relief
254

ELLDAES
and J5t

Packages, Everywhere

Flying Service Planned.
regular scheduled fly
New York and
ing service between
Chicago has been planned and will be
Inaugurated soon, to be followed shortly thereafter by transcontinental pas
senger service, Mrs. Edith Rockefeller
McCormick announced. The New
o
service is expecrtofto eclipse
all previous records, Mrs. McCormick
Scheduled
Chicago.

A

York-Chicag-

said,

rates
best

with a
as reasonable
ten-ho-

transcontinental

schedule
as those on

trains.

and
the
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recent newspaper Interview,
. INCharles M. Schwab, cine of the
"notable leaders In the steel industry
in which he begun us a buy ot seven
teen, forty-on- e
years ago, sulil, I
would rather lose money month after
month In my plant than nmke It by
any but the highest methods In the
A

I

I
I w":'1"
air, scnwao

,.,..
weui iu worn iu ic.n
the business anil he learned '.t thor
oughly by mastering every detail us
lie proceeded, scorning a tired duck
and soiled hands.
He credits his rise to loyalty to
his employer and states that success
came from constant application to the
subject In view.
.

,.

.

CO Si
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Here in a few simple words, for
those Trtro will take time to read, will
be found the formula for the attainment of success.
And live too Is embodied the rule
which evory person must accept as
his own, a hard and fast law us that
of the Medeu unU Persians, unfailing
In results and bounteous In reward.
Let the indifferent young man and
woman, inclined to grumble and shirk
duty, ponder the wonderful meaning of
em"highest methods," and "loyalty to
ployer."
The five
may be likened to
hinges upon which the great door ot
success swings wide open at the unrelenting push of the hand nnd braiu
that refuse to be denied entrance.

ViSViViViViVtViViWAVViV

FRENCH CLAIM

THE OPEN SEASON
now, nnd I must take
nnd reel and hunt a lake;

Keep your mind on the great and
splendid achievements of others, and
those you want to do yourself. Be
loynl and hold steadfastly to highest
methods.
I'reserve 'an attitude of courage,
courteousness and good cheer.
Avoid the malcontents, the grumblers, the sulkers and nhlrkers. the
makers o wry faces and the provokers of quarrels.
Keep on the high road and in the
sunshine.
Move straight in the right direction
nnd some morning you will find that
success and honor are speeding towards you with open arras.
(Copyright.)

April now, and field nnd stream
Bathed la April's golden gleam
Bid me up and haste nwuy
Where the sunbeams dance im- - play.
(ienoa. The representatives of the
Out from dusty, dreary mart,
powers which convened the Genoa conClose to Mother Nature's heart.
ference, together with the little enOut where springtime wakes iinevy
discussion, detente, after nil
'Neath the April sky of blue.
cided to continue t lie economic conference, regardless of the attitude of GerApril now, and songbirds wake
Echoes from each hough and brake, many ami Russia.
A strong note was prepared anil sent
Green the grass beneath my feet,
to the German delegation, which deFlowers spread their odors sweet ;
act had declared that "(icrtnany'H
Out across the field and fen,
Onward through the- woodland glen, stroyed the spirit of mutual confidence
Where the long, black furrows lie
Indispensable to International
and Informing Germany that she
'Neath the sheen of April's sky.

ment.

Tramp the shore
Cast out 'neuth some lilypad.

glad;

l,

Kill my lungs with clean ozone,
Lift my voice In lusty tone;

ENVOYS

the white clouds sailing
the blue of April's sky.

Watch
'Cross

ALLIES DECLARE

April now, my desk Is clean;
Trees and grass are showing green ;

Tang of springtime

TREATY

the air
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,
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Uncommon
BLAKE
.

Oil company has
a way to utilize alt the
residue from the dlstillution of petroleum. Gasoline, now one of the
chief products of the concern was once
All the coal tur deai
rivatives, from wblcli many drugs and
medicines are rtnule, are
So are paraff candles, and hundreds
of other articles in every day use.
The Standard Oil company is a big
concern. It has thousands of tech
nically trained experts at work for it,
It has plants all over the world the
biggest plants of the kind In existence.
Such an institution can well afford
to go into the business of making byproducts, and to expend a purt of its
almost limitless energies in getting
all thut is possible out of the crude oil
which flows from its wells.
But the business of developing
is for a corporation, und a
big one not for an individual.
You may fancy that you can throw
off
easily as you do your
dally work. ,You may believe, If you
are a buwrfjieeper that by spending
a few nights writing moving picture
scenarios you will be able to utilize all
jour brains, instead of part of them.
If you ure a young professional man,

THE
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KEEPING

sunshine cake
one which
A GOOD
even the lovers of angel food
Is

will

like.
Sunshine Cake.
Take one cupful of butter, two
of sugar; cream the butter, adding the sugar a spoonful at a time
until all is used. Bent the yolks of
eleven eggs until very light ad
creamy. Beat with them the sugar
and butter, adding the egg a spoonful
s
at a time. Sift two and
f
of flour with two and
teaspoonfuls of baking powder, and
the flour a little at a time, alternating
it with one cupful of milk, flavor with
one teaspoonful of vanilla. Bake In a
loaf.
'

cup-ful- s

one-ha-

JOHN

Sense

we

plowed,

on together in fair and foul
weather;
Our labor was blessed; now sweet is our
rest."
We tolled

ger wrongs are certain to be lurking
near and crawl into one's life.
Less profanity would add to the joy
of the world.
(Copyright.)

with little to do, you may Imagine that
you can take up novel writing, or acting, or bridge playing as a side line,
and thus get rich while you are waiting for success In your profession.
It is possible thut you will get rich
at one or the other of these 'lings.
But If you do, it will be because you
have dropped your profession and de-

voted yourself to the
Anthony Hope, who wrote "The
Prisoner of Zenda" was trained as a
barrister, but he had no briefs, and
wrote stories to while away the hours
he was waiting for clients. He succeeded as a novelist, because he was
born to write, but he stopped being a
lawyer as soon as his first book was
published.
In this world a man can lenrn to do
one thing fairly well. The ti.ne he has
Is better spent on that one, thing. Begin to scout around for
of your brain, and you will soon so
scatter your energies that you do nothing well.
If you want to write "movie" scenarios, write 'en, but don't try to keep
a set of books at the same time. It
can't be done. The expert accountants
who are making big wages today were
all satisfied to spend all their spare
time learning how to keep books
better.
(Copyright.)

cup-ful-

one-hal-

Apple Snow.
Steam three large tart apples and
rub them through a sieve. Beat the
whites of three eggs until stiff, add
one-hal- f
cupful of sugar nnd beat
again. To this meringue add the apple
pulp nnd beat lightly. Dot with Jelly
and serve.

"Hutu.
Copyright,
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Satisfies the sweet tooth
and aids appetite and digestion.
Cleanses mouth and teeth.
A great boon to smokers,
relieving hot, dry mouth.
Combines pleasure and

benefit.

Don't miss the joy of the
d
the
new l?2!QLY'S
peppermint tid bit!
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Good for

Germany, pointing out that Germany
hud signed the Versailles treaty whereas ltussia had not.
Slgnnr Sclianzer, the Italian foreign
minister, favored an attitude of moderation in tlie interests of the conference. Mr. Lloyd George pleaded that
it was no time In display weakness.
He counseled sending a note to Germany and Russia declaring that they
must modify their attitude if they exRuspected to be permitted to discuss
sian affairs at Genoa.
There was a discussion as to the
advisability of insisting that Germany
either revise the treaty with Russia
or be expelled from all commissions
of the conference.
The neutral countries headed by
Denmark, which are not pleased because the small powers have been almost eliminated from the conference
of
by reason of the private sittings
the entente powers, held .several
Germeetings, and protested against
many's exclusion from Russian affairs
without a full vole of the conference.

The cause too frequently
rests with the parents who worry and
complain because their offspring are
devilish and almost beyond their conof the
trol. A general
"Our broad fields we
rowed and sowed;
elders probably would have greater

GOOD RECIPES

Smlee.

economic conference.
The meeting was held at the Villa
Itnggin, rreniicr Fncia's home..
The discussions at the meeting were
calm nnd dignified, although considerable differences of opinion existed.
Two groups formed, one led by England, and the other by France, while
the Italian delegates displayed a conciliatory altitude. Some of the extremists are said to have proposed breaking up the conference, but a .majority
favored awaiting Moscow's reply to the
allied demands.
from
to Information
According
French .sources, Mr. l.loyd George emphasized the necessity of adopting a
seven? attitude toward both ltussia
and Germany, but especially against

cussing.

I'rofnne language is not beautiful.

New

debarred from further participation
in discussion of Russian affairs at the

e

It does no good. It may be the steppinto lives of crime which end
g-stone
For once the bars are
In prison cells.
lowered against small wrongs, the big-

Union

Is

MM.

effect.

Newspaper

The allies huvo agreed
that the reparations commission shall
declare the
treaty null
and void, says t lie Genoa correspondent of the Daily Mail.
London.

(Copyright.)

SCHOOL

RUSSO-GERMA-

NULL AND
VOID.

now, old office chair
tilt I lay life's weary load
And go tramping down the road
Down the road between the trees.
Drinking deep the April breeze.
(iood-by-
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TOO MUCH ritOFAXITY

o

AN

APRIL

Ytalte? I. Robinion

infln-eoc-
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Whenever you go to work in sombre
dr.ys, remember that there is within
you a force, which. If properly applied,
will enable you to open this same door
anil take your place among the leaders.
And this force must be called up
by you alone.
Nobody else can do it for you.
Uuvo no
Have faith in yourself.
feu r. for fear Is the rock on which
hunmns fall and go tumbling into the
valley of despair. ,
No man or woman with fear In the
heart Is capable of clear discernment,
sure Judgment or superior accomplish-

las-Et- a

Is taken as a
TOO oftenof cussing
coirse. Men in blub
positions are frequently expert In the
uce of profane words, and the
of bad language has a bad effect
ou both the. old and the young.
Much effort Is being made to Increase the use of better English, and
nWug with this propaganda It would
be well to preach considerable against
the use of bad language.
Directly cussing, unless the name of
the Master is taken In vain, may cause
no great damage. Int Indirectly It does
much harm. When the little folk hear
their parents swearing, their respect
for their elders Is either lessened or
else the youngsters begin using it
themselves as a matter of course. Not
Infrequently we hear little shavers,
hardly aide to speak plainly, using
language which wrmld put many men
and women tn shame.
Pike
county,
Kentucky, recently
honored the memory of Its oldest citizen, Jesse B. Osborne. Much was said
In pi'alse of this departed citizen, who
crossed the bar at the age of ninety-twyears, and no louder praise was
heard thnn of his reputation for never
having permitted a profane 'word to
pass from his lips.
Judging from this event, one might
assume that profanity Is the rule rather
than the exception. If this Is the case,
isn't It about time to call a halt? The
old remedy, considered quite effective
for curing profane habits, wits to wash
the boy's mouth with soap. I ait, from
our observation, we are Inclined to believe that It would be unfair to use
such a remedy to stop youths from
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The Eternal Feminine.
Ruslyn is only f, but she lias proved
more than once that she is a true
daughter of Eve.
she and daddy
morning
Sunday
were taking their usual stroll along
boulevard when daddy suddenly became aware of a peculiar
noise (hat injcompuniod his daughter's

Jail Delivery
"I beg your pardon," said the polite
crook to tlie prison guard, "bat I'm
going out of here."
"Do tarry awhile," said tlie guard.
"We ure going to have a chicken

dinner."
"Can't possibly do It, old top," replied the crook, as he poked his pistol
into the guards expressive counte
steps.'
bV
nance,
snatched ms Keys anil sinuieu
is
that
"what
"Rosl.vn,"
inquired,
toward the main entrance. "I've got
funny 'clicking noise?"
He looked ut her feet and saw they a date with my moll and I always
were encased In high arctics, of which make it a point to be at large during
liinuing-- 1
the two topmost buckles were undone. the Christmas holidays."
in
"I'll do them .up for you," he said.
"Why, daddy," she exclaimed, asThe Ordeal.
"It's my
tounded at his ignorance.
"Why do you insist on singing to
goulashes: they're 'collegie.'" Chithe nu n who call?"
cago Journal.
"As a test of devol'on." replied Miss
H"'n ilfi ' "icet one wlio
Cayenne.
Wanted the Accessories.
lisHo (ardw:tly) I forget everything would rather hear me sing tlnin
ten to the phonograph, I'll feel fairly
but that I love you.
She That's the trouble; you forget confident that he feels that blind, unreasoning love on which enduring sento bring me bonbons, bouquets
timent must depend."
theater tickets.
i

:

s

Mexico Adopts New Land Law.
Mexico City. The lmsis under which
ihe new federal agrarian law is to be
administered is outlined In a decree
signed by President Oliregon, which
will become effective on publication
in the Diurio Official. The decree con-

articles, which detains twenty-eigh- t
scribe the methods of land expropriation and distribution, with a preface
pointing out why certain people have
inherent rights to the land which the
federal government plans to confiscate.

BOTH BEAR THE GOODYEAR

Opens Wyoming Oil Fields.
Contracts for the
Washington.
In
opening of the naval oil reserves
Wyoming to private enterprise, und
tlie operation of those already opened
in California In u manner designed to
assure the navy permanent storage of
fuel oil above ground have been announced by Acting Secretary of the
Interior Finney with the Mammoth
Oil Company of Delaware and the
1'aa Ainericun l'etroleuni Company of
California. The contract provides for
Teapot
the tapping of the
dome in naval reserve No. 3, in Wyoming, the government to receive graduated royalties.

NAME

U. S.

Oneof the tires shown above is thefamous30x3V2
inch Goodyear All Weather Tread Clincher.
By long wear, superior traction and freedom from
skidding, and low final cost, this tire has won
unquestioned leadership in its field.
Alongside it is illustrated its companion, the
30 X 3V4 inch Goodyear Cross Rib.
More than 5,000,000 of the Goodyear non-ski- d
tires have been sold in the last five years.
Built of the same high grade Arizona cotton
fabric that goes into the All Weather Tread
g
but differently deGoodyear, with a
service.
remarkable
signed tread, they have given
Their quality and serviceability have proved to
thousands of car owners the folly of buying
unknown and unguaranteed tires of lower price.
Ask your Goodyear Service Station Dealer to
explain their advantages.
.

Prohibition Win in Prison Vote.
Washington, April 17. A recent poll
of convicts in 322 penal Institutions on
their stand in regard to prohibition resulted In a vote of i;,413 to (MM) In
favor of the eighteenth amendment, according to K. E. Duddinglon, president
Mr.
of the Prisoner' Relief Society.
Duddlngton said the poll had been
taken at the request of "u United
States senator."
Voter Paddle Way to Polls.
lieardstown, III. With contests In
each of the five wards in the city,
lieardstown voters paddled to the
polls in boats to cast their ballots In
the aldermanic election; Every boat
iu the flooded city was conmmmleered
to transport voters to
by politic-Inntlie polls. One ward weaker equipped
an automobile with h'gli wagon wheels
and used the machine to haul voters
through the submerged streets of his
Interest In the election was
ward.
Intense liefore the flood.

T

--

30x3'2 Cross Rib Fabric . . . $10.95
Fabric . 14.75
30x3'6
Cord . . 18.00
30x3'2
2.80
30 x3'2 Heavy Tourist Tuba .
2.25
30x32 Regular Tube
Manufacturer' t tax txtra

....
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT,

CATRON

COUNTY, SEVENTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT, STATE OF N, E W
MEXICO.

aO ODOODODOnODODOOODOQOflOQOQODODOQODODODOO a
O
ao
BORN TAILORING
O

Mrs. Effiie M. Cooper, Assignee,)
E3
of Joe Melugin, agent,
)
Plaintiff, )
vs.
)No. 2
Owen R. Walters, Clyde E. )
Walters, Leon R. Walters,
)
Laura Walters and the First )
National Bank of Magdalena, )
m
New Mexico.
)
Defendants. )
NOTICE OK FORECLOSURE SALE.
Under and by virtue of an order of
sale and decree of foreclosure of cer
tain chattel and real estate mortgages,
hereinafter mentioned, issued out of 13
the District Court of the Seventh Judi
cial District, in and for the County of
Catron, State of New Mexico, on the
28th day of December, 1921, in the
above entitled action, wherein Efiie M
We are now Showing some particularly handsome
Uooper, Assignee 01 Joe Melugin, is
Owen
R.
and
Woolens
Clyde
Walters,
plaintiff,
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters, Laura
Walters and The First National Bank
of Magdalena, New Mexico, a corpora
tion, are defendants, being cause num
Men who
good clothes are still high will be
ber two (2) on the docket of said court,
to
see
values
these
pleased
wherein The First National Bank of
a
New
3
Mexico,
banking
Magdalena,
obtained judgment for
corporation,
$6574.94, with inteiest thereon at the
rate of ten per cent, from August
31, 1921, until paid, against Mrs. Effie
Resident Born Dealer
M. Cooper, plaintiff, and Owen P.. Walters, Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walters, and Laura Walters, defendants,
and decree of foreclosure of a certain
chattel mortgage, made and executed
December 4th, 1919, by M::s. Effie M,
Cooper and Claude E. Humphrey, as
mortgagors, to said bank as mortgagee the first above description and con
and which said mortgage was filed for sisting of 460 head and more with
also 25 head
record in the oflice of the county clerk the brands thereof;
and Recorder of Socorro county, New more or less of horsts and mares in
Mexico, on January 2li, 1920, and num- the following brands: "Cross H," "A,"
"
and
bered fillil, securing a promissory note Cross I Lazy Seven,"
for $5000.00, with interest, and any "Cross V" together with increase. It
renewals or extensions thereof, and being the intention of the description
which indebtedness Owen R. Walters, in this paragraph to cover such cattle
Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walters under the second mortgage of the Wal
and Laura Walters assumed and agreed ters to Melugin, assigned to plairti"',
to pay, the property securing said in- that are not covered by the first chattle
debtedness being certain cattle and mortgage to The First National Bank
and of Magdalena, and in addition the
brands hereinafter
described,
which mortgage was a first and prior horses and mares, all of which cattle,
lien thereon, and also, a judgment and horses and mares are now ranging at
decree of foreclosure of a certain real or near what is known as the Cooper
estate mortgage made and executed or N H Ranch, located about ten
December 4, 1919, by Mrs. Effie M. miles northwest of the town of Aragon
Cooper, plaintiff, as mortgagor, to Socorro (now Catron county), New
Allen Falconer, trustee, as mortgagee, Mexico, together with all the increase
for and on behalf of said bank, which and offspring of said cattle. It being
mortgage was duly recorded in the the true intent of this description to
office of the county clerk and recorder cover all cattle in the above brands be
of Socorro county, New Mexico, on the same more or less wheresoever the
January 26, 19 20, in Book of Mort same may be found, also said brands and
Inspection Solicited
gages, No. 87, at page 413, and further the right to use the same marks and
and
infor
brands,
$5000.00 and
carrying title, although
Mail orders given our careful attention
securing said note
terest, and the renewals and exten- said property may have other marks
sion thereof, the real estate mentioned and brands.
in said mortgage being hereinafter de
AND FURTHER, I, the undersigned
AND special master and receiver, will, on
scribed and setforth.
WHEREIN UNDER SAID DECREE, TUESDAY, the 9th day of May, 11.22,
the plaintiff, Mrs. Efiie M. Cooper, at 10 o'clock A. M. of said day, at the
obtained a judgment against Owen R. frontdoor of the court house, Reserve,
MAGDALENA MERCANTILE COMPANY
Walters, Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Catron County, New Mexico, sell at
Walters and Laura Walters,, and public auction to the highest and best
NEW MEXICO'
MAGDALENA,
decree of foreclosure of a certain
bidder for cash, the following describtel mortgage, made and executed July ed real estate, mentioned in said real
29th, 1920, by Owen R. Waiters, Clyde estate mortgage above described, as
E.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Walters, Leon R. Walters and follows:
U. S. Land
of
the
Laura Walters, defendants in said
Interior,
Dapartment
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
All the South half (Si) of the Southabove entitled cause, as mortgagors, to east
Office, Las Cruces, New Mexico
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
and
the
half
South
(SEi)
quarter
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 27, 1922.
Jue Melugin, mortgagee, which mort(Si) of the Southwest quarter (SWi)
March 27, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Edward
gage was duly recorded in the office of of Section four (4) and South half (SJ)
Notice is hereby give that Andrew
A. Collins, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
the county clerk and recorder of So- of
the Southwest quarter (SWJ) and
W. Wilbanks, of Spur Lake, New
made Homecorro county, New Mexico, on Angust
South half (SJ) Southeast quarter who, on October 29, 1917,
No. 017277 for
stead
Mexico,
who, on April 18, 1917, made
i), 190, in Book 61, at page o4H, securEntry,
(SEJ) of section five (5) and Southwest
Nl SEJ; SEJ SEJ Sec. 1, NEi NEi Homestead Entry, No. 016417, for
ing three certain promissory notes.
(SW1) of section eight (8) and
quarter
4 S., Range 20
Lots 2 and 3; SWi NEI; SEi NWJ
each for the sum of $3529.11, with
Northwest quarter (NWi) of Section Section 12, Township
Section 1, Township 4 S., Range 20 W.
N. M. P. Mercian,
interest at the rate of six per cent per Nine
W.,
(9),
(4)
Township Four
Has filed notice of intention to make N M. P. Meridian,
annum from date until paid and
South, Range Seventeen (17) West, N.
sefinal three year proof, to establish Has filed notice of intention to make
the
property
attorney's fees,
M. M. P. M. containing six hundred
land above described, final three year
said
indebtness
proof, to establish
being and forty (640) acres and referied to claim to the
curing
before Nazario Baca, U. S. Commis- claim to the above described land, be- certain cattle, the increase there- as what
is known as the Cooper Home
sioner, at Quemado, New Mexico, on fore Nazario Baca, United "States
of, brands, and certain horses and Ranch in the
county of Socorro (now the 15th day of May, 1922.
Commissioner, at Quemado, New Mex- mares, all being hereinafter more
New
Mexico
Catron county),
Claimant names as witnesses:
ico, on the 15th day of May, 1922.
which
mortchattel
described,
That the amount of Said judgments
Claude R. Cavin, Spur Lake, New Claimant names as wilnesses:
gage was a second mortgage and sub- with interest to the date of sale are as Mexico.
Claude R. Cavin, of Spur Lake New
ject to said prior mortgage in favor of follows: The First National Bank of
A. W. Wilbanks, Spur Lake, New Mexico.
The First National Bank of Magdale- - Magdalena, New Mexico, $7031.55, and
Mexico.
E. A. Collins, of Spur Lake, New
na, New Mexico, above mentioned, and Mrs. Effie M. Cooper $13,325.94, total '
Mexico.
Charles Hedrick, Spur Lake,
which mortgage and the indebtedness amount of judgments $20,357.49.
Chas. Hedrick, of Spur Lake, New
secured thereby was legally assigned in
Wm. R. MORLEY,
S. G. Beard, Spur Lake, New Mexico Mexico.
Effie
M.
to
Mrs.
Cooper,
writing
Geo. W. Hooser, of Spur Lake, New
Special Master and Receiver.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico.
plaintiff, by Joe Melugin and Elva K.
Register.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Melugin, his wife, on July 29, 1920, and
which assignment was duly recorded
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
in the office of the county clerk and
of
the
S.
Land
U,
U.
S.
&
Interior,
MADDEN
Land
BL'XTON
of
the
DHnartment
Interior.
recorder of Socorro county New Mexico Department
Office at Las Ciuces, New Mexico
Office, at Las Cruces. New Mexico.
Lawyers
NOW THEREFORE, I, the underMarch 27, 1922.
March 27, 1922
OFFICES
signed Special Master and Receiver,
MAGDALENA
c
Notice is hereby given that Claude SOCORRO
Notice is hereby given that Joe N.
duly appointed as such under said
Wilson Bldg.
and decree, wi'l on
Romero, of Aragon, New Mexico, R. Cavin, of Spur Lake, New Mexico, Fitch ISldg.
made
Practice in all the Courts
who, on November 29, 1910, made who, on December 15, 1917,
MONDAY, the 8th day of May, 1922,
at ten o'clock A. M. of said day, at Homestead Entry, as amended, No. Homestead Entry, No. 017337, for
AraSJ SW'i Section 23; NJ NWi Section IN THE PROBATE COlT OF THE
the front door of the postoffice,
014099 for
COUNTY OF CATRON, $TATE OF
N
sell
at
SJ Si NEi, Ni NEi SEi, SEi NEi 26, Township 4 S., Range 20 W
public auction,
gon, New Mexico,
NEW MEXICO
to the highest and best bidder, for SEi, El SEi FEi. SWi SEi SEi, Si M. P. Meridian,
In the Matter of the Estate of William
cash, the following described personal SWi SEi, Si NWJ SWi SEI, SWi Has filed notice of intention to make
J. Andrus, deceased.
SEi, NEi NEi, SEi SWI NEi NEi, final three year proof, to establish
property and chattels,
Notice.
beabove
to
the land
All that certain herd of range cattle Wi NEi SEi NEi, El NWi SEi NEi, claim
described,
Notice is hereby given that the unconsisting of 400 head or more of cows Ei SEi SEI NWi, Ni Ni NWi SE, fore Nazario Baca, U. S. Commiswas on the 27th day of
,
calves, bulls.steers and heifers branded Sec. 33, Township 3
sioner, at Quemado, New Mexico, on dersigned,
Range 18
A. D. 1922, appointed executor
March,
1922.
of
V on jaw and Cross L on left hip and N. M. P. Meridian,
May,
the 16th day
of the estate of William J. Andrus,
"Diamond Tail" un left side and Has filed notice of intention to make Claimant names as witnesses:
deceased, by Hon. Florencio Jiron,
E. A. Collins,
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as dofcrib-e- d final three year proof, to establish claim
Spur Lake, New
Probate Judge of Catron County, New
in the aid chattel mortgage to The to the land above described, before T. Mexico.
Mexico.
U. S. Commissioner, at
A. W. Wilbanks, Spur Lake, New
First National Bank of Magdalena,
C, Turk,
Therefore all persone having claims
And all cattle in the following brands Reserve, New Mexico, on the 15th day Mexico.
said estate are hereby notified
against
MexNew
H.
1922.
on
I
L
Z
"Cross
Lake,
left
F"
W,
"Cross
Eanes, Spur
May,
side;
to present the same in the manner proico.
A;" on left side, x on left side, CrossL Claimant names gs witnesses:
vided by law, within one year from the
Ambrosio Carrejo, Dayid ,Arehuleta,
Charles Hedrick, Spur Lake, New
on left thigh and V cn jiw : MI on left
date of said appointment or the same
side and double "Diamond Tail" on Juan Foulenfout and Henry Cwejo of Mexico,
will be barred.
Nemecio Ascarate,
left side and jaw, and "A B bar Aragon, New Mexico,
William R. Morle
8
Nemecia Ascarate, Register.
4..S
reverse J slash" not covered by
Register.
Executor

n

means much to the young man whose
clothing buget permits no extra-
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Business Counsel
Clients of this institution
are always welcome to the

ad-

ao

at

suit

n

O

o

connection can be used to pro

T. C.

tect your judgment as well as
your money. Even a small
savings account deposited with this bank
is quite sufficient to

establish, proper

Turk, Reserve,
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banking connections.

Safety Eon esty Courtesy Service

The RESERVE STATE BANK

The Reserve Garage
Lathe Work

Welding
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others.

Ladies' Spring Hats
Ladies' Spring Dresses
Ladies' Spring Suits

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
Phone No.

3

f

MODEKN,
STEAM HEATED
HOT and COLD RUNNING Wi

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor
We Use Every Effort to

Please Our Patrons

The Best Meals and Dininer Room Service
MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

WHEN

YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

m

EAT AT THE

Cafe

to

Good Service
All the Delicaees

Courteous Treatment
that the Market Affords

8

8

8

WE APPRECIATE

AND WANT YOUR PATRONAGE

j

judg-men-

-

Reserve Pool Hall
HigKins

&

McAfee, Proprietors

S--

Cigars, Tobaccos, Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods

8

A

pleasant place

to spend a

leisure hour or two

W--

s

a
o
ao
a

New Spring Goods
We have the latest styles in

e

A. G. HILL, Manager.

o

o
o

think

The proper kind of a banking

General Repairing,

a price easily paid

$30, $35 and $40 a

vice and judgment of our experienced
officers regarding any personal business matters.

o
o
D
o
ao

vagance
A suit "Tailored to Measure ly Born"
offers all any man asks in good style,
fit, rich appearance and long wear, at

